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MAXWELL.

of the most important features
of the Jura-Trias Period in America, in a geologic point of view, were
the formation of the beds of red sandstones along the Connecticut river, and
the upheaval of the Sierra Nevada
mountain system. These sand stones of
the Connecticut, made famous by the untiring researches of Dr. Hitchcock, are
almost destitute of fossils, but abound
in great numbers of tracks of many different animals. At the time when this
sandsto ne was forming, an arm of the
sea extended up the present valley of
the Connecticut for a distance of one
hundred and fifty miles or more. During low tide this sand-covered depression was invaded by various reptiles and
other animals in search of food. The
waters again advancing and carrying
sediment, the track of the animals were
covered by the mud and sand, in which
state the deposits hardened into stone.
It was during this same epoch, or
probably a little later, that the present
site of the Sierra Nevada Mountains,

which was then below the sea, the eas tern shore of the Pacific being th en the
western part of the Great ·w estern Piateau, was receiving the sedimentary deposits which now characterize the whole
range and the basin to the west. When
the mountains were upheaved, which
event occurred during this same age, it
left their surface for the most part covered to a greater or less depth with di::;integrated granitic sandstone and other
sedimentary deposits. Subsequent erosion has, to a great extent, given to these
mountains their present interesting and
beautiful appearance, wearing down the
canyons and gulches, and leaving us the
many thousands of foot hills, or low,
in eli vidual eminences detached from the
main mountain range, which stand on
the borders of the alifornia basin.
~ mong these foot hills where they
border the plain, along the course of the
San Joaquin as it leaves the western declivity and enters the an Joaquin valley
proper, is found the Table Mountain
that ha excited the interest of those of

TABLE MOU.l\rTAIN.
an inquiring turn of mind who have seen
it. Though now in detached portions
caused by the erosion of the waters of
the San joaquin, and probably from
glacial causes, it still presents a most
instructive sight to geology students.
Most of the detached taoles stand out
in relief from the foot hills, and some of
them are several miles in length. The
mountain is undoubtedly of volcanic origin, the rocks all being scoriaceous. It
is the general conclusion that in the
eruption of a volcano several miles back
in the foot-hills, the vesicular lava flowed down the old bed of the San Joaquin.
The basalt giving the present outline to
the mountain is the result of the hardening of this augitic lava. In the course
of ages, erosion carried away the surreunding deposits composing the former
banks, leaving the volcano's work prominent and alone.
The height of the mountain above the
river's level is near a thousand feet at
its highest, but the river has worn down
several hundred feet below its old bed
when the mountain was formed, so that
the thickness of the scoriae rocks is between two and three hundred feet. The
walls of the tables are nearly everywhere
perpendicular, making it oftentimes difficult to find a place of ascent on any of
the detached portions.
\Vith a friend I mounted one of the
loftiest tables, about a half a mile in e tent, and, in width, several hundred yards.
It appeared to occupy the place of what
may, before the eruption, have be n a
gulch, or a slough leading out from the
riv r. Up this arm the melted rock was
forced, in instances piling the black
scoriae into promiscuous heaps on the
side of thegulch. Indeed, from all appearances of the rocks in their present
condition, when the lava cooled in flow-

ing to lower levels, by its contraction it
assumed the appearance of columnar
structure, but these columns are not detached, though apparently so.
The tops of all the tables are comparatively level, but often near the outer
edges may be found great heaps of volcanic rocks that are oblong in shape,
and are disunited. They present an analogous appearance to the effects of the
great flow of ice in some of the northern and eastern rivers oftentimes, when
great gorges will pile the ice cakes out
upon the shore in indiscriminate confusion, high above the water level.
These scoriaceous rocks were most likely thrust out in this manner, the great
force breaking them as ice is broken.
From the summit of any of these tables a splendid view may be had of the
San Joaquin valley and the contiguous
hills which stretch away to the south
and to the north for hundreds of miles,
with their sugar loaf shape presenting a
beautiful panorama, being covered with
grass, and almost entirely destitute of
trees or brush.
The auriferous states in a metamorphic condition, of both sides of the
Sierras, were the product of the JuraTrias Period. Long before Table Mountain was formed , the San Joaquin was
carrying down its current disintegrated
granitic rocks and auriferous slates, the
latter rich in the precious metal; so
now, under the cap of igneous rock
whi h forms the surface of the moun tain,in the old bed of the stream,are the
remains of some of the richest of placer
mines. At the head of this frozen current of lava may be distinctly seen the
traces of the old volcano that emitted
such a quantity of melted rock, being,
at a rough estimate, I,os6,ooo,ooo cubic
yards.

HOW LONG CAN THE EARTH SUSTAIN LIFE.?
The Sierra Revolution, as some geologists term the period in which these
mountains were formed, has been most
free in its distribution of natural seenery. What with Yosemite Valley, Table Mountain, Kings River Canyon, its
great forests of fine timber, including
the famous big trees, and the prominence
of such snow-capped peaks as Mt. Whitney and Mt. Tyndall, not to mention
the gold and the other fields of precious
metals, and the thousand other places
and features interesting and valuable to
man, the Sierra Nevada Mountains de-
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serve to give name to that period in
which they were produced. The geology, flora, and meteorology of California, as well as its social and moral
fabric, belong peculiarly to the Golden
State, in which r espects it is as much an
individuality as any portion of our
country may be, and still be an integ rant
part of the whole. Such institutions
as the California University and the
Stanford University have fine opportunities to study Nature in the Pacific
Slope's most interesting display.

HOW LONG CAN THE EARTH SUSTAIN LIFE?
SIR ROliF.RT BALL.

( In T wo Parts.
was long a mystery how the sun was
I Table
to retain its heat so as to continually supply its prodigious rate of expenditure. The suppositions that w<1uld
most naturally occur were shown to be
utterly insufficient. We know that a
great iron casting often takes many
hours to grow cold after it has been
drawn from the mould. If the casting
be a sufficiently large one, the cooling
will proceed so slowly that it will not
get cold for days because the tardiness
of cooling increases with the dimensions
of the body. It was not, perhaps, unnatural to suppose that as the sun was
so vast the process of cooling would proceed with such extreme slowness that
notwithstanding the quantity of heat
poured out every second, the annual
amount of loss would be so small relatively to the whole store that the effect
of that loss would be imperceptible in
such periods as those over which our
knowledge extends. This supposition,

Part II. )

howev er plausible, is speedily demolish ed when brought to the test by which
all such questions must be decided- the
test pf actual calculation. We can determine with all needful accuracy the
store of heat that the sun would contain
if regarded merely as a white hot solid
globe. When we apply the known annual loss, we see at once that if the sun
had merely the simple constitution here
supposed, the annual expenditure would
bear such a considerable proportion to
the total supply that the effect of th e
loss would become speedily apparent.
It is certain that the sun must under such
circumstances fall some degrees in temperature each year. In a couple f
thousand years the change in temperature would be sufficiently great to affect
in the profounde t manner the supply
of sunbeams.
s, however, we know
that for a couple of thousand years, or,
indeed, for peri ds much longer still,
there has been no perceptible decrease
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in the volume of solar radiations, we
conclude that the great luminary cannot
b~ regarded mere! y as a glowing solid
globe dispensing its heat by radiation.
There is another supposition as to the
continuance of sun heat which must be
mentioned only, however, to be dismissed as quite incapable of offering any solution of the problem. As we generate
heat here so largely by the combination
of fuel, it has been sometimes thought
that a similar process may be in progress on the sun. It has been supposed that elements capable and desirous
of chemical union may exist in the sun
in such profusion that by their entering
into association a quantity of heat is
liberated sufficient to account for the
continuous dispersal by radiation. Here,
again, the test must be applied which is
decisive of such pretensions. It may
certainly be the case that chemical actions of one kind or another are going
on in the sun, and among them are
doubtless some of such a character that
they evolve heat. But we happen to
know exactly . how much heat can be
evolved by the action of specified quanti ties of elementary bodies by whose union heat is generated. It appears clear
from the figures that chemical action is
a wholly inadequate method of accounting for solar radiation. To take one
instance, we may mention that if the
sun had been a globe of white-hot carbon, and if there had been a sufficient
supply of oxygen to effect its combustion, the total heat generated by the
entire mass would not supply the solar
radiation for the period that has elapsed
since the building of the pyramids. It
is, therefore, clear that the supposition
that the sun is a burning globe, like the
supposition of the sun as a cooling solid
globe, is quite inadequate to explain the

marvellous persistence with which, for
countless ages, the orb of day has distributed its beams.
There is another supposition which,
thqugh not itself providingthe explanation that we are searching for, still
points so far in that direction that I
have kept it till the last. It has been
sometimes suggested that the dashing of
meteoric matter into the sun from outside may afford the requisite supply of
energy. There can be no doubt that
the plunge of a meteor into the sun's
atmosphere with the terrific velocity
which it will necessarily acquire in consequence of the attraction of the sun, is
accompanied by the transformation of
the energy of the meteor's movement into light and heat. The quantity of energy that a meteor thus carries with it
is so vast that it is hardly credible until
the figures which express it and the
grounds on which they are based have
received due attention. Let us think of
a meteor which is moving, as such
bodies do when near the earth, with a
<;peed perhaps a hundred times as great
as that of a bullet from a rifle, or even
from one of the most finished pieces of
artillery. The energy of the meteor,
depending as it does upon the square of
the velocity, will be, therefore, about
ten thousand times that of the bullet of
the same size. It seems that the energy thus possessed by a meteor one pound
in weight is as much as could be developed by the explosion of a ton weight
of gunpowder. Doubtless, in the vicinity of the sun, the meteors are more numerous, and they move with a higher velocity than the meteors near the earth.
It is therefore plain that the quantity of
energy contributed to the sun from tbi
source must be large in amount. It can,
h wever~ be shown that there are not
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enough meteors in existence to supply a
sufficient quantity of heat to the sun to
compensate the loss by radiation. The
indraught of meteoric matter may indeed certainly tend in some small degree to retard the ultimate cooling of
the great luminary, but its effect is so
small that we can quite afford to overlook it from the point of view that we
are taking in this paper.
It is to Helmholtz we are indebted
fpr the true solution of the long-vexed
problem. He has demonstrated, in the
clearest manner, where the source of
the sun's heat lies. It depends upon a
cause that, at the first glance, would
seem an insignificant one, but which the
arithmetical test, that is so essential, at
once raises. to a position of the greatest
importance. It is sufficiently obvious
that the sun is in no sense to be regard ed as a solid body1 It seems very unlikely that there can be throughout its
entire extent any portion which possesses the properties of a solid; certainly
those exterior parts of the sun which are
all that are accessible to our observation
are anything but solid: they are vast
volumes of luminous material floating in
gases of a much less luminous nature.
The openings between the clouds form
the spots, while the mighty projections
which leap from the sun's surface testi fy in the most emphatic manner to the
gaseous or vaporous character of the
outer parts of the great luminary. A
gaseous globe like the sun when it parts
with its heat ob erves laws of a very
different type from those which a cool ing solid follow . As the heat disap pears by radiation the body contracts;
the gaseous object, however, decrea es
in general much more than a solid body
would do for the same loss of heat.
This is connected with a striking ditf~!-
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ence between the manner in which the
two bodies change in temperature. The
solid, as it loses heat, also loses temperature; the gas, on the other hand,
does not necessarily lose temperature
even though it is losing heat.
Indeed, it may happen that the very fact
that the gaseous globe is losing heat may
be the cause of its actually gaining
in temperature and becotning hotter.
This seems a paradox at the first glance,
but it will be found not to be so when
due attention is paid to the different
notions that belong to the words heat
and temperature. The globe of gas unquestionably radiates heat and loses it,
and the globe, in consequence of that
loss, shrinks to a smaller size. The heat,
or what is equivalent to heat, that is left
in the globe, is exhibited in a body of
reduced dimensions, and in that smaller body the heat shows to such advantage that the globe actually exhibits a
temperature hotter than before the loss
of heat took place. In the facts just
mentioned we have an explanation of the
sustained heat of the sun. Of course
we cannot assume that in our calculations the sun is to be treated as if it
were gaseous throughout its entire mass,
but it approximates so largely to the
gaseous state in the greater part f its
bulk that we can feel no hesitation in
adopting the belief that the true ause
has been found. T justify the adequacy of this method of explaining the fa ts
1 may mention the following result of a
calculation. If the sun were to lose
sufficient heat to enable it to shrink in
its diameter by one ten-th usan lth part
of its present amount, the quantity of
heat that would be available in con equence of this contraction woul suffice
to provide the entire radiation for a
period of 2,ooo year .
uch a dimh\1.\-
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tion of the sun's bulk would be altogether too small t<O be ·perceptible by the
most refined measurements that we can
make in the observatory. Hence we
are able to understand how the prodigious radiation of the sun during all the
centuries of history can be accounted
for without any alteration in the dimensions of the great luminary having yet
become appreciable.
But there is a boundary to the prospect of the coatinuance of the sun's radiation. Of course, as the loss of heat
goes on, the gaseous parts will turn into
liquids, and as the process is still further protracted, the liquids will transform
into solids. Thus we look forward to
a time when the radiation of the sun can
be no longer conducted in conformity
with the laws which dictate the loss of
heat from a gaseous body. When this
state is reached the sun may, no doubt,
be an incandescent solid with a brilliance as great as is compatible with that
condition, but the further loss of heat
will then involve loss of temperature.
At the present time the body may be so
far gaseous that the temperature of the
sun remains absolutely constant. It may
even be the case that the temperature of
the sun, notwithstanding the undoubted
loss of heat, is absolutely rising. It is,
however, incontrovertible that a certain
ma:x.imum temperature having been
reached (whether we have yet reached
it or not we do not know), temperature
will then necessarily decline. There is
certainly no doubt whatever that the un,
whi h i now losing heat, even if not
actually falling in temperature, must, at
some time, begin to lose its temperature.
Then, of course, its capacity f r radiating heat will begin to abate. The heat
received by the earth from the great centre of our system must, of course, de-

cline. There seems no escape from tl1e
conclusion that the co,ntinuous loss of
solar heat must still go on, so that the
sun will pass through the various stages
of brilliant incandescence, of glowing
redness, of dull redness, until it ultimately becomes a dark and non-luminous star. In this final state the sun will
literally join the majority. Every analogy would teach us that the dark and
non-luminous bodies in the universe are
far more numerous than the brilliant
suns. We can never see the dark objects, we can discern their presence only indirectly.
ll the stars that we can
see are merely those bodies which at
this epoch of their career happen for the
time to be so highly heated as to be
luminous.
There is thus a distinct limit to man's
existence on earth, dictate(l by the ultimate exhaustion of the sun. It i , of
course, a question of much interest for
us to speculate on the probable <.luration of the sun's beams in sufficient
abundance for the continued maintenance of life. Perhaps the most reliable
determinations are those which have
been made by Professor Langley. They
are based on his own experiments upon
the intensity of solar radiation, conducted under circum tances that give them
special value. I shall endeavor to give
a ummary of the intere ting results at
which he ha arri d.
The utmost amount of heat that it
would ever have been po ible for the
sun t have contained would supply it
radiation for I8,ooo,ooo year at the
present rate.
f cours , this does not
a sert that the sun, a a radiant body,
may not be much older than the period
named. \Ve have already een that the
rate at which unbeams are oured forth
has gradually increased as the sun rose
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in temperature. In the early times the
quantity of sunbeams dispensed was
much less per annum than at present,
and it is, therefore, quite possible that
the figures may be so enlarged as to
meet the requirements of any reasonable
geological demand with regard to past
duration of life on the earth.
It seems that the sun has already dissipated about four -fifth s of the energy
with which it may have originally been
endowed. At all events, it seems that,
radiating energy at its present rate, the
sun may hold out for 4,ooo, ooo years,
or for s,ooo,ooo years, but not for ro,
ooo, ooo years. Here then we discern
in the remote future a limit to the duration of life on this globe. We have
seen that it does not seem possible for
any other source of heat to be available
for replenishing the waning stores of the
luminary. It may be that the heat was
originally imparted to the sun as there-

sult of some great collision between two
bodies which were both dark before the
collision took place, so that, in fact, the
two dark masses coalesced into a vast
nebula from which the whole of our systern has been evolved. Of course, it is
always conceivable that the sun may be
re-invigorated by a repetition of a simiJar startling process. It is, however,
hardly necessary to observe that so ter rific a convulsion would be fatal to life
in the solar system. Neither from the
heavens above, nor from the earth beneath, does it seem possible to discover
any rescue for the human race from the
inevitable end. The race is as mortal
as the individual, and, so far as we know,
its span cannot under any circumstances
be run out beyond a number of millions
of years which can certainly be told on
the fingers of both hands, and probably
on the fingers of one.
- Fortnig!ttly.

THE STORY OF THE ALAMO.
E. M.

T

EXAS stands unique in the composition of the Union as the one single
independent Sovereignty which knocked at our governmental door for an unconditional admission to the sisterhood
of the United States. She came of her
own free choice bringing a territory
which without crowding· to the extent of
more than seven or eight per acre would
accommodate the population of the entire globe.
Forged in the furnace of wars and
civil dissensions ; her missions reared
by the masonry of martyrs; her soil
soaked with the blood of her heroesalone, she has bequeathed a heritage of

BARRER.

heroism to the Federal Union which
coming generations can count among
the richest treasures of inherited Amen can citizenship.
San Antonio - the Saratoga of the South
- is the oldest of Texan cities and possesses historic and picturesque land marks not approached by any other
American city. Even the citizens of
San Antonio do not appreciate what a
source of pride these historical surroundings should furnish them, and are
always more willing to point the Eastern visitor to the new Post-office or the
Army Headquarters, than to solicit a
trip to the grand old missions which if
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found in any other country than our own
would be visi ed by multitudes of American tourists anxious to contrast the civilization of two centuries and prepared
to fall down and worship such rare memorials of a heroic past. The Alamo
is to Texas what Bunker Hill is to Massachusetts, hut the pride of them both
belongs to every American citizen from
Maine to California. The battle of the
Alamo was the decisive struggle which
turned the tide toward Texan independence. It will be remembered that on the
twenty-third of February, 1836, General
Santa Anna, the self-styled "Napoleon
of the West", marched into the town
with 4000 Mexican soldiers. The Texan guard consisting of only one hundred
forty-four effective fighting men, retired
in good order to the Alamo under command of Colonel Travis, who, in anticipation of an attack, had done what he
could to strengthen the walls and provide means of defense. The Alamo
though strong was built for a mission
and not a fortress. At that time the
main enclosing wall was in the form of
are tangle one hundred ninety feet long
and one hundred twenty-two feet wide.
On the outh-east corner was the church
itself, whi h contained th ar enal and
the soldiers' quarters. This building
remains standing to -day and faces a
plaza in the center of the city. It was
in this structure that the mas acre ocurr d. The walls were mounted with
fourte n piece of artillery command ing every approach.
anta Anna immediately demanded a surrender of the
~ lamo and it defender , ' ith ut term .
The demand was an wered by a cannon-shot from the fort.
The nemy
th n hoisted a bloo -red flaY in the town
and ommenc d the atta k.
Travi
sent off an express with the follo' ing ap-

peal for aid :
"Fellow-Citizens and Compatriots-!
am besieged by a thousand or more of
the Mexicans under Santa Anna. I
have sustained a continual bombardment and cannonade for twenty-four
hours and have not lost a man. The
enemy have demanded a surrender at
discretion, otherwise the garrison is to
be put to the sword, if the fort is taken.
I have answered the summons with a
cannon-shot, and our flag still waves
proudly from the walls. I shall never
surrender or retreat. Then I call on
you in the name of liberty, patriotism,
and everything dear to the American
character to come to our aid with all
dispatch. The enemy are receiving reinforcements daily, and will, no doubt,
increase to three or four thousand in
four or five days. Though this call may
be neglected, I am determined to sustain myself as long as possible, and die
like a soldier who never forgets what is
due to his own honor and that of his
country. Victory or death !
W. Barrett Travis."
But the hope of relief was faint indeed.
'or four days the defenders of the mission were living in the hope of re-inforcements, but neither couriers returned nor rescue came. On the fourth
day olonel Fannin with three hundred
men and four pieces of artillery start d
forth from iliad, but for lack of teams
and pr visions concluded to return. The
arrison at the Alamo never knew of this
attempt to relieve them.
n the morning of the fir t of March aptain John
,V. mith brought an offering of thirty tw men from Gonzale and ucceeded
in leading them safe! into the fort. In
the meantime there ha e b en deter min d efense by day and kirmi hes
for food and water by night. Fifteen
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hundred of the enemy have fallen under
the unerring aim of the Texas rifle, but
not one inside the Alamo was killed.
On the tenth day Bonham, who had been
sent out for succor, failing in his efforts
to secure assistance, heroically as ever
mortal kept his faith, returns-to die.
On the third day of March Major Rose,
who could speak Spanish, trusted to this
chance to escape, and scaling the walls
dropped into a ditch on the other side
and hidden by the cactus, crawled to a
place of safety. Through him we have
an account of what happened before the
final day came. About two hours before sunset Colonel Travis paraded all
his men, and taking his position in front
of the centre, stood for some moments
apparently speechless with emotion;
then with a voice made eloquent by the
heroism of the occasion, he addressed
them substantially as follows:
"My Brave Companions- Stern necessity compels me to employ the few
moments afforded me by this probably
brief cessation of the conflict in making
known to you the most interes ting, yet
the most solemn, melancholy and un welcome fact that humanity can reali ze.
Our fate is sealed. 'Within a very few
days, perhaps a very few hours, we must
all be in eternity! I have deceived you
long by the promise of helt ; but I crave
your pardon, hoping that after hearing
my explanation you will not on I y regard
my conduct as pardonable, but h artily
spmpathize with me in my extreme ne cessity. I have continually received
stronge ·t assurance of help from home.
Every letter from the council and every
one that I have seen from individuals
has teemed with as urance that our people were ready, willing and anxious to
come to our relief. The e a surances
I received as fa t . In the h ne t and

simple confidence of my heart I have
transmitted to you these promises of
help,and my hope of success. But the
promised help has not come and our
hopes are not realized. I have evidently confided too much in the promises of
our friends; but let us not be in haste
to censure them. They were evidently
not informed of our perilous condition
in time to save us. Then, since we must
die, our business is, not to make a fruitless effort to save our lives, but to choose
the manner of our death. But three
modes are presented to us; let us choose
that by which we may best serve our
c0untry. Shall ·we surrender and b e
deliberately shot without taking the life
of a single enemy? Shall we try to cut
our way out through the Mexican ranks
and be butchered before we can kill
twenty of our adversaries? I am opposed to either method. Let us resolve to
withstand our adversaries to the last,
and at each advance to kill as many of
them as possible, and when at last they
shall storm our fortress, let us kill them
as th ey come! Kill them as they scale
our walls! Kill them as they leap within !
Kill them as they raise their weapons
and as they use them! Kill them as they
kill our companions and as long as one
of us remain s alive ! But I leave every
man to his choice.
hould any man
prefer to surrender or to attempt an escape, he is at libe rty to do so. My own
choice is to stay in the fort, and there
die for my country, fighting as long as
breath shall remai n in my body. Thi
will I do even if you leave me alone.
o as you think best, but no man an
fall with me without affording me com £ rt in the hour of death."
Colonel Travis then traced a line on
the ground with the point of his sword
and re uested those that were determin-
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ed to remain and face with him the final
ordeal, to cross that line. Tapley Holland le::ped across it as though it were
a Rubicon. "I am ready to die for my
country," he said. He was followed by
every man in the line, except Rose, who
cleared the walls and miraculously escaped. Colonel Bowie (who gave his name
to a knife), lying wounded in his cot,
rai sed himself on his elbow. "Boys,"
he said, ''don't leave me. \Von't some
of you carry me across ? " All of the
sick that were able to walk tottered
across the line ?,nd those who were not
able to walk were carried across. Here
Davy Crockett, who had crossed over
from his own state to help those who
were freeing theirs, proved his own
courage, and vindicated his fidelity to his
own maxim- "Be sure you are right,
then go ahead."
Three days later, at midnight of
March 6th, Santa Anna issued peremp tory orders to his reluctant officers and
brought forward his infantry,pricked on
by cavalry in the rear, the trumpet
meanwhile sounding the dequelo(' 'Death!
no quarter!"). The infantry came up on
every side at once, but the brave band
inside the mission drove them back.
Blinded by the fury of the defense, the
leaders with the scaling-ladders drop ped them and ran against the bayonets
of their comrades. A second time they
charged but again they were driven back
leaving as many dead at the foot of the
ladders as there were men standing at bay
within the walls. But at the third trial
the ladders were planted and the Mexicans fell to their exterminating work.
Hundreds of them met with bullets and
bayonet-thrusts until the little band grew

smaller and weaker. As Travis stood
upon an angle of the northern wall,
cheering the fearless souls around him,
a ball struck his forehead. The Mexican officer who rushed forward to dispatch him paid the penalty with his life.
Crockett fighting like a panther in the
angle of the church, sent to their doom
his share of the foe. Bowie-butchered
on his bed-but his avenging arm was
bathed deep in the assassin's blood. So
they all died-the one hundred seventytwo men who held at bay four thousand
Mexicans for two sleepless weeks were
swept away in indiscriminate slaughter. The Mexicans opened the church
door to their comrades who gazed upon
one thousand twenty-two of their dead
and wounded companions. Detestable
alike in victory and defeat the inhuman
conqueror ordered the incinerated remains of the dead defenders scattered
to the four winds of Heaven.
The love of liberty linked itself with
the soldier's shout and seven weeks afterward, Sam Houston with the battlecry of "Remember the Alamo!" fell up on the Mexicans at San Jacinto and in
eighteen minutes had laid half their
number dead upon the field and made
the other half prisoners, including Santa
Anna himself.
Thus Texas had her Thermopylre.
The Alamo is the monument of its own
massacre. The heroism of the ancients
is again recorded and preserved in modern mnnuscript, and the youth of our
own dear country here finds an example
of unflinching patriotism inspiring a love
for its wonderful past and a tender solicitude for its final destiny.
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BREATH of youthful energy and
youthful hopes inspires modern
astronomical work. "Astronomy, the
oldest of the sciences, has more than renewed her youth." Since the spectroscope, formerly used but to study and
reveal the chemical composition of the
celestial bodies, has become an instrument for measuring their unseen movements and for penetrating into the secrets of their history, and since photography has been taken as a necessary
auxiliary by astronomers, a new chapter of astro-physics has been opened.
The proper movements o.f the stars have
acquired a new meaning; the faint
masses of nebulous matter, scattered
round and amidst the stars, have become animated indications of the genesis of solar systems; and the great problems relative to the life of the stellar
worlds- their origin, their growth, their
decay, and their rejuvenescence-have
come again to the front, supported by renewed hopes as to the proximity of their
ultimate solution.
It is not possible, indeed, to examine
the splendid photographs, made by Mr.
Roberts, of the nebula in Andromeda,
and to see this whirlpool of luminous
matter, divided into dark and bright
ring surrounding a large undefined cen tral mas , without perceiving in it a gigantic solar sy tern in the way of formation, and without concluding in favor
of a similar origin on a much smaller
cale,of our own olar system. The best
drawings of the same nebula, which were

made by Bond and John H erschel with
the aid of the best telescopes, told nothing of the kind; the complicated structure of the nebula, its life, were missing in what was reproduced by the pen
of a cautious observer.
Agaiu, in another part of the skythe Pleiades- the photographs of the
Brothers Henry show at once that this
cluster of suns is not an occasional
gathering. Streaks of nebulous matter,
revealed by photography, connect together the stars of the group, and on
examining the whole, one cannot refrain
from concluding that the stars are simply spo ts upon which the diffuse nebu lou s matter has agglomerated and condensed to make new suns. The same is
also seen in the photographs of the
nebul c:e in Orion-the more so as the
spectroscope reveals the unity of composition of both the stars and the nebulre
which su rround them and link them together.
Still more interesting results have been
obtained by H. C. Russell with his photographs of nebulre in the onstellation
of Argus. His earlier photographs,obtained by a three-hours' expo ·ure, have
already been referred to with a<lmiration by William Huggins in his address.
But when the phot g1aphic film was ex po ed for eight hours to the faint light
of the nebula, new fa ts were revealed.
The photograph not only shows that the
nebulous matter extend far b yond the
limits a signeu to it by Hers hel during
his memorable ob ervations at the Cape,
while confirming at the arne time the
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great accuracy of the description of
what he did see; it also proves that the
nebula has lived since r83 7, and has
altered · considerably its aspect during
the last fifty years. At the very same
place where Herschel saw one of its
brightest and most conspicuous parts,
we have now a dark oval space, upon
which no trace of luminous matter can
be detected. The matter either has
been drawn elsewhere, or is luminous
no more j may be, it is passing through
some stage p~eparatory to the appearance of a new star. vVe are thus convinced that these accumulations of matter, however gigantic their dimensions,
are living at a much more rapid speed
than we were prepared to admit.
Changes occur in them, even within the
short limits of one man's life ; and as
the new star in Auriga, rapidly passing
through a series of transformations, reveals to us the secrets of the birth of
new suns, so also we may hope that the
study of the modifications of the nebuIre will initiate us into the secrets of the
earlier stages of development of the stellar worlds. In the movements of thos e
remote agglomerations we learn to feel
the continuous life of Nature, its continuous change, its evolution.
vVhen the great photographic map of
the whole sky is ready, many a change
in the stellar worlds and nebul re which
escapes now our attention will b.e recorded for ever. The preparatory work
is already completed; the instrum nts
are ho sen, and the uniformity of meth ods is secu red. The sky is apporti ned between the eighteen obs rvatories
which will perform the whole of this immense work, ach of them having to
make from r,ooo to r,soo separate phot graphs in order to map all tars !own
to the ixteenth magnituue · and the first

specimens already published satisfy the
most severe exigencies of the astronomers. Many new facts are sure to be
revealed by this grand survey of the sky,
because even now, when a simple pre
liminary exploration is being made, we
can already mention some· discoveries
due to photography. Thus, when the
amateur astronomer, Dr. Anderson
(equipped with but a small pocket telescope and the little Atlas of the sky by
Klein),discovered on the 3 rst of January
the new star in Auriga, it appeared that
the newcomer had already been photographed without astronomers being
aware of the fact. Professor Pickering
found its portrait on photographs taken
on three different occasions since the rst
of December, and th~ indefatigable
Heidelberg astronomer, Max Wolf, also
had it on his photographs since the 8th
of the same month. The appearance
of the new star thus would have been
recorded, even if nobody had r~marked
its appearance. Another photographic
discove ry is clue to the same Max vVolf.
Having photographed one part of the
sky on two consecutive nights in Decem ber, he sent his negatives to Dr.
Berberich, who at once noticed that two
minute spots had changed their positions in the twenty-four hours. One of
them proved to be a new addition to the
li t of minor planets, while the other
was a previously known small planet of
the same group.
However, the chi f progre recently
achieved in physi al astronomy is due
to the spectroscope ai led by photography. The spectra of the stars the nebuL , the corona and the protuberance
of the sun, are now photographed· and
by this mean the powers of the a tronomer are considerably extended. He
can study the pectrum in it ultra-violet

;
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part, which is not visible to the eye, as
it hardly acts upon our retina, while its
chemical rays act very well upon the
photographic sensitive plate; he obtains
greater enlargements of the spectrum,
and he can study the spectra at his leisure and measure the positions of the
bright or dark lines which intersect them
-the more so as the spectrum of some
well-known body (incandescent hydrogen or iron) is photographed on the
same plate for the sake of comparison.
This method has already given some excellent results. It has permitted us to
measure the movements of the stars in
the line of vision with a quite unexpecteel accuracy. The proper movements of
the stars offer an immense interest; but
while we always could ascertain their
movements north and south, or west
and east, on the celestial sphere, we
formerly had no means of telling wheth er a star is approaching us, or going
away, during its displacements in space.
The spectroscope gives those mea ns.
The spectrum of a star usually consists
of a band of faint light, intersected by
several bright (o r dark) lines, corresponding to the lines appearing in the
spectra ofhydrogen, calcium, iron, magnesium, natrium, and so on. But if we
reproduce under the spectrum of the
star the spectrum of, say, hydrogen, we
often see that the hydrogen lines in the
former do not quite coincide with the
same lines of the latter; they are slightly displaced to the right or to the left.
William Huggins long ago explained
that this eli placement is due to the proper movements of the stars and gives a
means of measuring them, and Ir.
hristie even measured in this way,
several years ago, the otherwise invisi ble movements of several ·tar . In fact,
the blue and violet light of the spectrum
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is due to very quick luminous vibrations, while its red light is due to much
slower vibrations, just as the high pitch
of a sound depends on much quicker
vibrations of the air than the low pitch.
But if a star approaches us with a great
rapidity, our eye will receive from it
more vibrations in a secend, and its
light will appear bluer, so to say; in other words, its spectral bright lines will
be shifted towards the blue end of its
spectrum; and they will be shifted towards the red end if the star goes away
with the same rapidity. In our century
of railways many of us must have witnessed an analogous fact when looking
at an express train passing by a sta tion.
When the rapidly running engine sounds
its whistle, the pitch of the whistle seems
to become higher as the train approaches us, and it seems to become lower
when it goes away- the ea r receiving in
a seco nd of time more and more vibrations in the former case, and less vil>rations in the second case. So it is also
with the stars, and the advantages of
having the spectrum of the star and the
comparison spectrum photographed on
the same plate are self-evident.
If we exami ne, for instance, the photographed spectra of Sirius we see that
their hydrogen lines are always shifted
towards the blue end of the spectrum,
and from this we may safely conclude
that the star is approaclting us. And if
we calculate the speed of its approach,
we find it (after having taken into account the movement of tl1e Earth in its
orbit) to be about seven miles in a second. The measurements may be made
at different observatories and at differ ent . easons of the year; the fmal results will not differ from ea h other by
more than one mile, or even a fra tion
of a mile. \V e do not know the im-
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mense distance which separates us from
Sirius, we only gauge it by saying that
its lig·h t takes nearly sixteen and a half
years to reach us; but a change of seven miles per second in that enormous
distance is revealed by the spectrum.
These results seem almost incredible,
and they could not be relied upon had
they not been submitted to severe tests.
Thus we know the movements of the
Earth in its orbit, and we conclude that
they must be reflected in our measurements., if these measurements are sufficiently accurate; and they are reflected
with perfect accuracy. Again, we know
the distance which separates us from
Venus, and how the movements of both
the earth and Venus affect this distance.
We may calculate beforehand that at
a given moment Venus will approach
the Earth at a speed of 7·4 miles in a
second; and when we determine the
same speed with the aid of the spectroscope, we find 7. 8 miles. The sp ectroscope, errs by but four -tenths of a mile
-by less than 700 yards !
vVe may thus place full confide nce in
our new auxiliaries. When Mrs. Flem ming and Miss Maury, on examining the
spectrum of B Lyrre, r emarked that it
consists in reality of two spectra periodically superposed,and Professor Pi c kering concluded therefrom that the star
must consist of two lumino us b od ies
which rotate around a co mm o n cen tre
of gravity at a very g reat sp ee d, or when
we are told that th e ne w Auri ga sta r
consists of at least three separate agglomer a tions of inca ndesc ent ga es, we
can safely rely upon th e e con clusio n .
And, fi na lly, th e sp ectro scope combined with pho tograp h y, enables us to
explore th e ultra -violet part of the pectrum q uite invi stbl e to the eye.
By
using this method, H ale at Ch icago, and

Deslandres at Paris, obtained day by
day the position of those solar emissions of incandescent gas, or protuberances, which consist chiefly of incandescent hydrogen, and the light of which
is so feeble that they escape observation, even during the eclipses of the sun,
when its light is screened by the moon.
The movements of these invisible clouds
are now studied like the movements of
our own atmosphere, and we learn that
the laws of cyclonic storms which prevail on the earth hold good for the hot
vapors of hydrogen and calcium on the
surface of the sun. The unity of Nature and her laws thus receives a further
brilliant confirmation.
II.
Another question which, although it
has a direct bearing upon our own terrestrial affairs, pre occupi es astronomers
considerably, is the v ariation of latitudes. It has been remarked for some
time since that Pulkova and Berlin
cha nge fr om year to year their geographi c al p ositions. Th eir la titud es decrease; ev ery yea r the two observatorie s see m to m ove away fr om the North
Pole by a few inches ; and as th ey do
not move in real ity, there is n o alternative b u t to conclud e (after havi ng tried
all possible explanati ons) th a t the No rth
P ole itself chan ges its p osi ti on, a lth o ugh
such a moveme nt had bee n h itherto
conside red as m os t imp r obab le by all
scie nti s ts.
\Ve a ll know- were it o nly fr om obse rvations upo n a spi n ning-top- that if
a solid body is r o tating, it .axis may
change its po itio n in space, but that
re latively to th e r otating body it elf it
remai ns unchanged.
A. spinn ing- top
may incli ne towards the floor, a nd its
axis of rotation may ue c ribe a conical
surface, bu t it does n ot alte r its p osi-
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tion witlzin the top; each of the particles of the top describes the same circle round the same spot of the axis.
The same was considered to be true as
regards the earth. Its axis of rotation
slowly changes its position in space;
but within the earth itself, we were told,
it remains unaltered. So that if two
Arctic travellers attained theN orth and
the South Poles, and erected two cairns
upon these spots, the cairns would always represent the position of the axis
of rotation of the earth. And yet recent observations tend to overthrow this
view; we learn that the cairns must continually be shifted in order to represent
the true position of the poles.
The importance of this discovery for
the physical geographer is self-evident.
The geologist has no means to explain
by terrestrial causes alone two great
geological facts of primary importance:
the glaciation of the earth, and the extension, during the Tertiary epoch, of
a very rich flowering and fruit-bearing
vegetation, now characteristic of Southern Europe, over a wide continent which
embraced Greenland, Spitzbergen, the
Arctic islands of Siberia, and North
America. If the simultaneous glaciation
of both hemispheres be proved-and
some specialists are of this opinion,
while those who oppose it will confess
that the whole question has not been
studied sufficiently-it could not be explained by astronomical hypotheses implying the alternate glaciation of the
two hemispheres. Nothing short of a
decrease jn the amount of heat received
from the sun would give the explanation;
but few astronomers would be prepared
to make such an admission. As to the
prevalence of a rich flora in Arctic regions which receive but a limited amount
of heat, and especially light, it might be
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best explained by a change in the position of the earth's axis ; but such a
change was also considered until now as
highly improbable.
Schiaparelli, the great Italian astronomer, fully grasped these weighty considerations, and they induced him to revise, a few years ago, the whole question as to the supposed invariability of
the axis of rotation of the earth. He
calculated the effects which slight displacements of matter on the earth's sursurface might have upon the position
of the axis, and he demonstrated by
mathematical analysis that slight but
prolonged geological changes c:may give
origin to great displacements of the
poles of rotation, provided the earth's
spheroid is not of absolute rigidity."
The same position was taken by
George C. Comstock, who examined the
available and sufficiently reliable determinations of latitudes at several observatories, and concluded that they give
some suppvrt to the hypothesis of a secular shifting of the axis of the earth.
Thus, the latitude of Greenwich has
pretty regularly decreased from 5 r 0 z8'
38".59 in r8z6to 5I 0 28' 37''.95 in r889.
The Pulkova observations (especially
reliable for this subject) show a decrease
of latitude of o". 33 during the years
r843 to r88z, which (taking into account
the probable errors) corresponds to a
shifting of nearly six inches every year
(o".oo5). Another quite independent
Pulkova series gives much the same result. Konigsberg moves away from the
Pole by o".oo3 every year, while Washburn, in Wisconsin, approaches the
Pole by o''.o43 in the twelve months.
Th e four would well agree together if
the Pole were shifting every year by over
four feet (o".o44) along the meridian
of 69° west of Greenwich. everal oth-
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er observations (Cambridge, Prague,
Potsqam) also speak in favor of a shifting of the Pole.
The whole question is so important
that the GeodeticalAssociation decided,
at the end of 189o, to send an astronomical expedition to Honolulu (189°
east of Berlin), in order to make there
consecutive determinations of latitudes
which might be compared with those of
Pulkova and Berlin. The expedition
began its observatio'n s in June last, and
the measurements of the first three
months, now fully computed, proved
that the changes were entirely accordant in magnitude with the European
ones, but, as foreseen, they were in the
opposite direction. However, a new
explanation has been proposed in the

meantime by S. S. Chandler, namely,
that the variation is merely periodical,
and will be completed in fourteen
months. Fourteen months hence the
axis will return to its present position.
But this explanation does not account
for the above-mentioned secular variations, so that we must wait now for
further observations. One thing is, however, certain: the axis of the earth is
not so immutable as it was supposed to
be, and it is possible that the study now
being pursued by Mr. Lockyer of old
Egyptian monuments, which used to be
astronomical observatories as well, may
give some indications as to the changes
of latitude since that remote peried.
-Nineteen/It Century.
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O all true Americans, whether young
or old, every subject that pertains
to the history of our nation is fraught
with the deepest interest; and what item
can be more instructive and patriotic
than the evolution of our starry emblem,
the standard of the leading nation of the
world. No study can be more ennobling, none more thrilling than the story
of our grand banner, beneath whose
folds glorious victories have been
gained, and heroic deeds had their immaculate birth. To the royal American
every star and stripe that adorns our national ensign has a tongue. They speak
to him of the struggles of our forefathers while grounding the foundation of
grand government; they tell of the sufferings of the past, the glories of the
present and untold triumphs of the fu -
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ture. The colonies up to the Revolu- tion, in allegiance to the mother government, retained the standard of the
old country, with the addition of some
local emblem which was thereon inscribed as a distinctive feature. Massachusetts adopted the pine tree, and the
other colonies followed the example and
labeled their respective colouial flags
with some similar appropriate device.
A few, instead of blazoning the banner
with some design, chose to inscribe some
expressive sentiment,-i. e., "Libertyor
Deatltl"' 'Come if you Dare l" ~'Liberty
and Union;""No Opj1'ession;" and scores of others of like expression. In the fall
of I 77 5, the Colonial Congress, then in
~ess ion
at Philadelphia,
appointed
Messrs. Franklin, Lynch and Harrison,
as a committee to consider, and recom -
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mend a design for a Colonial Flag. General ·w ashington wa s then in camp, at
Cambridge, Mass., and the committee
went there to consult with him concerning the work in hand. After several
days of barren consultation, this resolution was finally agreed up o n:
"RE SOLVED : That the colonial flag
shall consist of the British Union with
thirteen stripes alternate red and white."
This met with approval, and shortly
before midnight the commitlee adjourneel. The British Union was accepted,
to show that the Colonists meant to remain royal if the mother's treatment
would become less harsh ; but in the
event she failed to recant, and give
justice, the thirteen stripes would stand
out boldly to suggest that the colonists
were united, and would by the aid of
sword and pen demand representative
rights. This latent language of theN ew
Design was known to the colonists only.
On the thirteenth of December 1775,
Gen. Geo. Washington himself hoisted
to the top 'o f a liberty-pole at Cambridge,
the ensign of the maturing Confederacy.
The British soldiers who were stationed
in Boston seeing the new banner interpreted it on account of the Union to
mean subjection, and immediately fired
a volley of thirteen shots thus recognizing by accident, the American flag. But
we find that the fair salute was not so
fraternally intended, the British learning of their ridiculous mistake, began
to initiate new and daring outrages on
the people of Boston and vicinity; the
Mother Country too assisted in adding
additional unpleasantness, and the American spirit broke forth in the Declaration of Independence. After July 4th,
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I 776, the colonists no longer would tol erate the British Union on the banner,
and congress appointed a committee to
draught an American flag; in short notice the committee had give n birth to a
standard the like of which the world had
never before seen, both as to appearance and meaning. Congress on June
14, 1777,accepted the committee's work
and the following resolution passerl :
"RESOLVED: That the flag of the
thirteen United States be thirteen s tripe~>
alternate red and white; and that the
Union be thirteen stars, white, in a blue
field, representing a new constellation."
The flag of the army was made ea rly
in June by Mrs. Col. Ross, of Philadelphia, and the design from which she
produced it was drawn by Gen. \iVash ington; she improved on the idea of
the star which she gave but five points
instead of six, as the General had it.
The flag was first hoisted by Paul Jone s
of the Ranger to the command of which
he was appointed the same day the flag
resolution passed.
After the war closed when new states
were added to the Union of Stat ~ , it
was decided to add a star for each such
new state, the addition to be made the
4th of July following.
Hundreds of
patriotic songs have been written on
our starry ensign but the favorite one
contains the following truthful lines :

Oh! Columbia the gem of the ocean,
The home of the brave and the free,
The shrine of each patriot's devotion,
A world offers homage to thee.
Thy mandates make heroes assemble,
When Liberty's form stands in view;
Thy banners make tyranny tremble,
\iVh en borne by the red, white and blue.

THE TEACHER.

ARITHMETIC.
H.

XI.

B. BROWN.
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N a former article on Arithmetic attention was called to the subject of
proportion as proportion without giving
any special reasons for the work. In
this, the attempt will be to show why
proportion is true. Not that it shall be
proven geometrically, but shown arith-

the result by the productof the remaining factors in the 1st term, the result is
21 days.
. ·. If 40 men, in 30 da. of 8 hr. each
build a wall 300ft. long, so men, in 21
da. of 8 hr. each will build a wall 3So
ft. long.

metically.
Let another problem be taken. Thus,
If 40 men, in 30 da. of 6 hr. each build
a wall 300 ft. long; in how many days
of 8 hr. each can so men build a wall
3SO ft. long?
Solution by proportion:
so: 40 : : 30 da.
8 :6
300 : 3SO
Write 30 da. fur the 3rd term because
it is of the same kind as is required in
the answer.

The student must constantly keep in
mind that this statement is made up of
simple proportions, and that when he is
dealing with one of them, all the rest are
supposed to be the same. For instance
when he is dealing with the men, the
number of hours per day, and the length
of the wall are supposed to be the same
in each part. The same is true of the
other statement.
The problem is now solved by pro-

portion. The statement given, or the
reasoning, is abstract. Let us now see
If 40 men require 30 da.,so men will wh y m
· one case th e lesse r num ber 1·s
require fewer days, therefore write the made the multiplier and the greater the
lesser number for the znd term and the
divisor (For the znd term is the mulgreater for the I st. If 6 hr. per da. re- tiplier and the 1st term the divisor. ),or
quire 3° da., 8 hr. per da. will require in another instance the greater number
fewer days, therefore write the lesser is made the multiplier and the lesser the
number for the 2nd term and the great- divisor.
er for the first.
Take the same problem. Make the
If 300 ft. long require 30 da., 350ft.
statement
of the known and the unknown
long will require a greater number of
parts
the
same.
Thus:
days, therefore write the greater number for the 2nd term and the lesser for
Known part, 40 men, 3° da.' 6 hr.,
the first. Employing cancellation, mul- a wall 3°0 ft. long.
tiplying the 3rd term by the remaining
Unknown part, so men, X da. 8 hr.,
factors in the second term,and dividing a wall 350 ft. long.
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Statement:
30 da. X4oX6X3So
- - - - - - - - - - = z r da.

r

5oX8X3oo
Write 30 da. for the base term, because it is of the same kind as is required in the answer.
If 40 men require 30 da., r man will
require a greater number of days. Therefore multiply by 40; and so men will require fewer da., therefore divide by so.
If 6 hr. require 30 da., r hr. will require a greater number of da. Therefore multiply by 6; and 8 hr. will require fewer da., therefore divide by 8.
If a wall3oo ft. long require 30 da.,a
wall r ft. long will require fewer days,
therefore divide by 3oo; and a wall3so
ft. long will require a greater number of
days, therefore multiply by 350.
Employing cancellation, the result is
:zr da.
In the above,it is clearly shown why
40 is placed in the multiplier and so in
the divisor, or why 6 is placed in the
multiplier and 8 in the divisor, or why
300 is placed in the divisor and 350 in
the multiplier.
Of course when the statement is made,
"If 40 men require 30 da., r man will
require more, it is understood to be hut

a short way of saying "If 40 men require 30 da., r man will require 40 times
as many to do the same work, therefore multiply by 40." And when it is
said, "so men will require fewer days"
it is but a short way of saying, "a nd so
men will require one-fiftieth as many
days as r man, therefore divide: by so."
The same is true with the rest.
When the student is thus able to analyze the problem, the teacher may be
satisfied that the work is understood,
and until this can be done, there is no
absolute certainty.
The teacher should keep analyses be fore the pupil until he reasons on everything. Then will every other subject be
reasoned out. The lack of this power
to reason is seen in every subject and
especially in grammar.
The student learns definitions and answers to questions without ever stopping
to ask "why?"
The impression is usually given that
of course the author knew just what he
was doing. An author is human and as
liable to err as any one. Hence we feel
like impressing upon each teacher the
importance of teaching the child the importance of knowing the wlty in every
instance .

LANGUAGE LESSON

w. II.

T

HE object ih giving language lessons is to teach the pupil readiness
and accuracy in the use of his "mother
tongue.'' The work begins in his earlier
talks with his teacher and continues to
the end of his school cour e ; but the
formal language lesson, as separate from
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BANTA.

the readin g or spelling work, when it
shall take rank on the program as a regular exercise, should perhap be t begin
when the pupil is able to read well in the
Third Reader, or at about the middle of
the tlu'rd year work. The spoken and
written forms should be taught togeth-
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er. He should be able to talk a good
letter as well as write one.
This special language teaching will
have to do with letter-writing in all its
practical phases, letters to friends, business correspondence, &c.
He should be so taught that he could
without difficulty write a brief account
of any ordinary occurrence in such form
and style that it would do to print in the
local news-paper, without change of dic tion, capitalization, or punctuation.
Now the question very naturally arises, "How can this be done?" It is a
very easy matter to theorize on the subject, but what should be the nature of
the lesson given and what plan or method would you use ?
Dear Teacher, I thus anticipate your
questions, because I am to try in a series of short papers to answer them in a
practical way.
The first lessons would consist in requiring the pupil to make brief ·statements about familiar things, as boys,
horses,cows, cats, dogs, etc. The statements would likely be something like
the following: - Boys run, Horses trot,
Dogs bark, Cows give milk. Select certain ones from those given and require
them to be written in the blank book for
that purpose. They should be written
with ink and in proper order and neatness. (If, however, slates are used, or
blank paper for lead pencils, the first
efforts need not be written in the language books.)
In the conversation about these statements the term ''sentence" should be
explained and defined. ·w hen the words
of the definition are fully determined it
should be mastered by each pupil. The
definition must be fully tested by trying
it with the sentences written and other
groups suggested by teacher and pupils.

The free use of the black-board by the
teacher will prove very helpful.
Now examine the work done and give
rules for the use of capitals and periods.
Test again by dictating sentences to
be written and punctuated.
Dictate sentences to be written, as
follows:
Write five sentences about things you
saw on your way to school.
These sentences are examined by the
teacher, the errors noted and made matter of conversation, after which the pupil will make corrections.
This work should be continued for
several days, after which brief descri ptions should be required. Descriptions
of pictures or of objects. The schoolroom, the play-ground, the grove, the
dog, the cat, the horse, etc., suggest
the kind of subjects to be used for these
descriptions. Follow each lesson in description with sentence writing.
Give list of subjects about as follows:
Write a sentence about the storm, the
home, the city, the wind, the stars, the
clouds. From these sentences, or others selected from those written, teach
the Subject and Predicate.
Take for instance, "Mary is writing."
About whom is something said in this
sentence? Follow with the same question regarding eight or ten other sentences. Now the part of a sentence
that tells what person or thing is spoken
of is called the subject. \Vhich of these
words are subjects? \Vhy? \Vhat is said
about Mary in the sentence? Ask similar questions about each of the other
sentences, after which the simplest possible definition of a predicate may be
given, and the tests made as before.
Long lists of subjects should now be
furnished and the pupil required to suppi y predicates, and vice ersa.

j
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After a few days of sentence work
some three or four lessons in description should be given, and each of these
should be followed by the work of pointing out subjects and predicates of the
sentences used. Careful attention must
be given to capitals and periods.
The following simple rules for the use
of capitals ought now to be given.
I. Tlze names (lf persons and places
s/zould begin wit!z capitals/ as, Jo!m,
C!zicago, Hem-y , M anclzester.
2. T!te words I and 0 s!wuld always
be capitals.
J. Tlte names of tlze montlts, and days
of tlze week s!wuld begin witlt capitals.
T!ze names of t!ze seasons slzould begin
witJz small letters/ as, Monday, Jun e,
spring.
4· Titles used witlz tlze names of persons slzould begin witlz capitals,· as,
General U. S. Grant, Mr. Jolzn Smitlt.
A great deal of practice in the application of these rules must be given by
dictating sentences containing proper

names.
Also use sentences leaving
blanks to be filled with proper names.
Ask a long series of questions about
places and things and have the answers
make complete statements.
The next step should be a lesson in
common abbreviations and how to write
and use them. This work should be
tested by dictation exercises and an~
swers to questions as before. Lists of
abbreviations should now be made by
the pupils to show the amount of work
done and for convenience in reviewing.
I think that at this stage in the work
special exercises in pronunciation should
be given. The first drills should be on
the sounds of a, beginning with a. A list
of twenty such words as iUe nU.tion vti.ry
change etc., and this follow ed in the
course of a few days with a similar list
for each of the following sounds, a,
ii,a.

a,

a,

This work should continue throughout the entire language course.

·wHAT SHALL \VE READ IN THE PRIMARY

w. c.

P

ERHAPS there is no other subject
of the school-room work that has
been discussed so much as primary reading, and perhaps there is no subject that
is so poorly taught as regards its subject
matter as primary reading, and again
probably the purpose of this sub ject is
less thought of than any other in the
course.
The writer in attempting to present
these thoughts does not claim for them
originality but gives them as he sees
them worked out in actual practice m
the primary grade.
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LASS?

0

Let us ask the question, what are we
here for and what is expected of us as
primary teachers in readin g? Is it to
tell the child the words and have them
told back and repeated again and again
until he has learned them, then to take
up a few more, day by day, and then
apply the reader and have the sentences
called off? Is it to have the child read
a sentence just so b~cause we read that
way, and to have every child in the grade
read it just so? It looks well, it sounds
nicely when visitors are present, but is
it reading? Have we, when the child
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can read every page in his First Reader,
just so, done our· duty? I answer, no!
No teache¥ should attempt to teach primary reading until she has a higher ideal
of what is before her and what possibilities lie awaiting development.
In the first place, the material in our
readers is not that which should be placed before the child. Think of it fellow teachers, narrowing the minds of
class after class by the same senseless
material found in the most of our charts
and First Readers, just as if each child
was to be made to fit a certain pitrce of
machinery, and all of his individuality,
his spirit of freedom,-that which he
has had ever since his birth,-must be
turned and twisted with forty other children all to fit those lessons that they
may read tlze book. For shame! Any
teacher who has the spirit of childhood
can prepare better work, material that
will be more in harmony with the thought
of the class. A live teacher will be alert
to know that which will interest and
hold the children most; and that, whatever it may be, will furnish food for the
children to devour during the reading
lesson. We are here, then, in the primary reading class, to lead the child to
interpret the thoughts of others, and to
enjoy what others have left for him to
enjoy. If we expect to train our children in after life to love the great and
beautiful thoughts of others, we must
begin young, and no child who can
speak or understand the language of his
parents is too young to have presented
properly the beauties of our literature.
It is our duty to present to him in
child-like simplicity the stories that all
children love to hear. It is not necessary to preach a sermon on morals when
a point of ethics is involved, it is not
necessary that every word should be

analyzed and its full meaning brought
out; but let the child absorb what he
may, and we look for the results in his
life, not to-day, but may be not until he
is a man. We are here as teachers to
form souls and we ought not to try to
form them in an hour or a term. They
grow for a life time, and, if the result
of our teaching is visible in after years,
it is just as profitable to the world as if
we had obtained results now. No! Do
not think of results now, but of life's results. But, says t)1e teacher who has
been following the reader, what shall I
use as reading lessons?
Let me tell you some of the work I
have seen used in the first year's class
during the past year. At the beginning
of the year, stories or sentences about
fruits, pebbles, shells, flowers, some
insects of different kinds brought in by
pupils and conversed about so as to form
an oral vocabulary concerning them,
these simple forms of sentences about
things which to the children were intensely interesting, were used until the
children had unconsciously learned a
large number of written words which go
to make up our sentences. The teacher had carefully woven into these stories
words that were common to many sentences, thus forming a basis for future
work. Then followed, not necessarily
in the following order, stories about
Cinderella, The Wind, from Hiawatha,
stories of the Eskimo, the story of Zumetta, Faleen, and others taken from "Seven Little Sisters"and simplified, the story
of Hiawatha's childhood, his friends, the
birds and beasts, and flowers, the rainbow, . with all the interest which would
center in the wigwam, and river, and
pine trees, and firefly· 'there were also
introduced stories from the myths of
Greece, the story of Eolus, Porserpina,
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and a few others. A pretty little poem
about the new moon caused intense interest in its phenomena. All these stories were worked out with the class and
each gave them new power in interpreting printed or written thought. Were
they taught reading? I answer by saying they can read nearly anything in the
First Reader, much of which they have
not seen. Have they received any other benefit? I answer who can think of
the relation of Hiawatha and the animals and not be morally better? Who
can he~r the stories of mythology and
not be somewhat awakened to the great
field of History? Who can become interested in the new moon and not hold
a higher though immature idea of .space
and his Creator? Who can study the
river and pine trees of Hiawatha and not
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know something of Geography? Who
can read the story of Cinderella and not
grow up less selfish? Who can gather
shells and pebbles, and insects and other nature products and not be awakeneel to the great fact that nature is wonderful? Having done all these as a basis
for and in connection with reading, can
we not await patiently for results? It
has not been our purpose at the present
time to say !tow the child shall be led to
interpret printed thought, we may speak
of that in the future, but it has been our
purpos e to stimulate the teacher to
make use of live material so easily
adapted to child mind, and by its use,
lead the child one step along the pathway toward a love for the good and
bea utiful in liter ature.

SCHOOL EXPOSIT! NS.
MANTlE

S

•

E.

CHOOL Expositions are not new.
But a few suggestions will here be
offered concerning the exposition that
may be given in any school, with very
little effort and with little time taken
from regular school duties.
Once a month, or once in three
months, an exposition might be advantagcou ly held. It would serve as a
stimulus to the pupils. An exposition,
commonly, is an exhibit of the best
product·, manufacturers, work, c'c, of a
country.
A chool expo ition, then,
should be an exhibit of the best efforts
of the pupils and of the result of those
efforts. Let it be under tood at the
beginning of a sGhool term that su han
exhibit i to be made at some time during the term, say on some aturclay af-

BALDWIN.

ternoon.
The best work of all the pupils should be shown; not the best work
of the best pupils, as is commonly done.
The slowest, the dullest, the laziest, the
most timid, will all have an equal
chance, in this plan.
All kinds of work should be exhibited. Nothing should be prepared specially for the occasion.
During the
month or term, when a pupil solves a
problem parti ularly well, make a note
of it. I ave that solution neatly written
and put away.
r when a problem is
clearly and well explained, have that
problem put upon the board an 1 ex plained on exposition day. In each
grade of arithmetic do thi .
'Vhen a pupil reads a pamgraph or
extract with especial intelligen e and
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expression, note that and call for it on forehand what it is to be brought up.
exposition day. Or when a class be- The teacher should make a note privatecomes interested unusually in a r~ading ly of whatever seems to be each child's
lesson, and all read with animation and best in each study, and on exposition
enthusiasm, remember it, and have that day have that presented. Of course it
lesson read at the exposition.
will be necessary to make a programme
A spelling lesson that has been well of the order of presentation of work, so
written, or, if difficult and well spelled, that the exercises may not be unduly
should be brought up.
protracted, and yet so each pupil's work
Specimens of the best penmanship of may have a fair showing.
each child should be shown. Pupils
On Saturday forenoon, have the pushould also write some upon the board. pils assemble for an hour. At that
Maps that are well drawn should be time tell them what will be exp~cted of
exhibited.
Map-work should also be each one. Have them assist in 'tacking
done that day on the board. Geograph- up maps, papers, &c, selected by the
ical reports of cities, states, or coun- teacher from their work.
tries, reports that have from time to time
Then at the usual school hour in the
been given in the geography classes, afternoon, have them come. Their pashould be read again at the exposition. rents and other friends are, of course, to
Maps of states should be drawn on the be invited. Each child should be taught
board and oral reports of location, how to write a neat little note of invitaproducts, industries, capital, &c, of each tion to his parents and other friends.
state, should be given by the pupils who These notes should be delivered one
drew the maps. Imaginary journeys week before the day appointed for the
should be traced upon the wall maps exposition in order to give the friends
belonging to the school. In these the time to arrange their work so as to be
climate, productions, and occupations present. Saturday afternoon is usually
of the people in the states and cities a good time, for it is a sort of half-holivisited on the journey should be describ- day with farmers and their families, and
eel by the pupil who imagines he is tak- _ often with town people.
ing the journey.
The children should be clean, neat,
An interesting object lesson could be and tidy, but not dressed in their best
reproduced. Or a story in which the clothes. These expositions are not for
children were greatly interested, could the display of fine dressing on the part
be re-told at this time by them.
of either teacher or pupils. Encourage
Essays and letters of merit could be each child to try to appear a a little
re-read. In short, whatever has been gentleman or lady should, neat and clean
of merit in each child's work during the and well-behaved.
month or term should be given again on
The children and teacher should deexposition day. All written work should vote the first fifteen minutes of the afterbe 'tacked up on the wall. Neat prob- noon to receiving their guest with courlems, spelling lessons, reports, e ay , te y and seating them comfortably.
letters, ~ c, should be where i itors Then the e ·ercise hould be promptly
could inspect them.
gi en, after which a few minutes hould
It will not be wise to tell the pupils be- be spent in inspecting the written work.

THE TEACHER.
The teacher should explain wherever explanations are necessary to a proper understanding of any exercise or work
presented. Some of the songs the children most enjoy might be interspersed
through the other exercises to give variety. If the pupils have learned any
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gymnastic exercises, those could also be
given. No declamations, or dialogues,
or addresses, or essays for the occasion
should be given, because this is intencleel to be not a school exhibition, but an
exhibit of school work.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.
E. M cCLTLLEv.

0

N E of the branches most neglected,
and yet easily made the most interesting in the public school, is Civil Government. In fact it i~ not yet among
the public school branches in many
states. Many ignorant persons think it
means the study of politics and that
their children may become biassed in
favor of some "strange Faith."
Let the young teacher study the subject until he becomes enthusiastic over
it and can be independent of the petty
text -books usually used. Let the class
read their book's prefa.ce. See that they
have a clear conception of the work before them. Briefly review the chief historical events of this land prece ling the
adoption of the constitution. Teach
the three-fold nature of lhe instrument
and ee that each member of the class
get some idea of those divisions. Give
a little memory work. They will easily
remember the number of rticles, the
number of ection in each article, and
the number of lauses in ea h section.
Testing their memory f the e will make
a delightful recitation.
ext, a k for
the subject of ea h rt. and ection.
n t go down to
lau e · yet. The
average tea her, who ha not tried it,
has no idea how ea y it is for the or li nary pupil to answer such a question as

- "Of what does Sect. 3, Art. r, treat?
·whenever they tire, introduce variations.
Discuss with the class . some particular
clauses. When it is learned that $s,ooo
per year is a congressman's salary, have
the class figure out how much that is
per month, per clay, and per hour, on
the eight-hour basis.
ompare a salary of two years with the value of some
of the best farms in the nei ghborhood ;
also recount the expense, necessary and
unnecessary, that cuts clown the congressman's income. Perhaps some of
the class have been to Washington and
can testify as to the rate of the expense
there.
When you take up the subject of election have the class hold a mock election,
ballots, box, judges, lerk and all.
arefully follow the course of the re turns from the precincts to their final
destination. Announce your intention
beforehand and have the class que. tion
their fathers whereby more information
and interest may be gai ned. Re cntly
the writer met an Xi erien eel tea her
who persi tentlyd Jared that in presid ential electio ns voters voted for only
one di tri t ele ·tor and two elc ·tor. at
large in each state. That gentleman
had not read his own ballot when voting.
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But do not weary your class to death
with the "practical" alon~.
It is all
right if the doses are not too large and
given too frequendy. Do not ask for
the exact words of the constitution.
The meaning is what you are after.
Finally, go back to memory work frequently and ask for the substance of individual Clauses by number. By the
time they have skipped around the whole
instrument a few times some of the class
can repeat the text substantially from

beginning to end, something you have
not required.
It may be urged that this is of no educational value. Young teachers must
not give heed to such. Cranks have so
talked against memory work in this
country as to nearly ruin all scholarship.
Memory itself is a strong element of
education. No good teacher objects to
memory work if coupled with well-digested facts.

NATURE, THE SOVERIGN SCHOOL MISTRESS.

w.
H

H.

VF.NABLE, LL. D.

E who co-operates with nature, in
the work of educating the young,
will discover that nature's text- book
is illuminated on every page with the
inspiring word, "Freedom." Freedom
is the best good. Freedom is good for
the body; good for the soul; good for
man-for each organ and part of him.
even to the minutest atom that enters
into his composition, and for every motion of life or spirit that stirs his being.
Freedom is strength, activity, life-unfreedom is feebleness, paralysis, death.
Freedom is neither license nor constraint, neither stimulation nor stupefaction, nor the condition of the overnourished hot-house plant, nor of the
neglected weed by the barren way-side,
nor of the rank, untended wild vine of
the forest, but it is the state of the cultivated vegetation of the fertile, sunny,
garden bed. Freedom is the contlition
which allows man to become hi perfect
self in the happit:st way. It i favorable opportunity to conform to the law
of individuality, to adjust man's faculties to their natural and proper use, to

seek and find one's own physical and
spiritual heritage, and to reach the full
station of independent manhood. Freedom is not the right to do as you please
-it is the liberty to do and become
what you are capable of in the legitimate exercise of your own powers; the
privilege of obeying the external commandments inscribed by the Creator upon your members and your mind.
There can be no true obedience without freedom. To obey the laws of health
I must be permitted to obtain proper
food, practice suitable exercise, breath
pure air and sleep in peace. The mind's
health, also, requires wholesome surroundings and opportunity to enjoy
them. Elegantly has Holmes elaborated an old familiar figure illu trating my
subject. "Look at the flower of the
morning-glory the e ening before th~
dawn which is to see it unfold. The
delicate petals are twi ted into a spiral
which, at the appointed hour, when the
sunlight touches the hidden springs of
its life, will uncoil itself and let the daylight into the chambers of its virgin
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heart. But the spiral must unwind by
its own law, and the hand that shall try
to hasten the process will only spoil the
blossom that would have expanded in
symmetrical beauty under the rosy fingers of the morning."
Not only must the plant blossom in
its own way-it must remain of its own
species.
Shall one say in obstinate
pride or blind conceit: "I will make of
this plant what I please, r" will conform
it to my ideal-it shall bear peachesit shall bloom roses- it shall ripen
corn, it shall grow like Jack's bean, a
hundred miles high; it shall be a creeping moss." Or shall we reflect, with humility, as co-workers with God: "What
will come of this marvelous perennial
that I am permitted to train? \Vhat lovely and heretofore unheard-of blossom
may it unfold? How can I best nurture
and protect its tender leaves? How can
I discover what soil, situation and culture are best adapted to it?"
Fellow teachers, let us emancipate
ourselves from the slavery of a mechanical system which ignores nature, forgets God, and reduces us to tasked
operatives, supervising a spinning jenny.
Let us emancipate the children from the
tread-mill task of grinding out lessons
for the sake of reco rding the g rists.
Lead them back to the freed om of Nature, make them conscious of mind,

thought, affection, duty and joy. Feed
them not on husks, but call them to the
fruity orchard of vital knowledge and to
the flowing waters of living virtue.
Measure your success not by the number of subjects taught, but by the number of minds roused to action. Count it
no merit to have passed your class with
an average per cent. of 99, unless you
can claim also that the class has learned to love learning. Show me one boy
or one girl whom you have induced to
seek study as a pleasure rather than a
task, and I will say you deserve the crown
of praise. Make of this boy an original man, make of this girl a woman whose
mind to her shall a kingdom be, and no
crown of praise can add glory to your
brow.
Oh, that some blessed revival could
come upon the brain and heart of our
profession; could fall like sunlight from
heaven and illuminate and warm us for
our duty. For we forg~t the principal
things we should remember. We lapse
to unconsciousness of our greatest privilege. The teacher should more than
teach, more than govern, more than
love; he should inspire his school. Inspire, breath into the pupil the animative principles, the soul-breath, the
awakening spirit that gives consciousness of the need of activity, power, culture and education.

SOME LESSO S IN DRAWING .

XII.

( Conical Objects.)
G. \V.

W

FERGUSO •

E will first con ider the applica- the steps taken in d1 awing a frustum
tion of the frustum, given in our resting on one of its sides.
last lesson. A tub, bucket, tin pan, and
I. Draw the longer axis of the visitumbler are frustums of cones.
ble ellipse.
The figures in the first cut indicate
2 . Line of symmetry and produce it.
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duce it until it cuts the upper and low4· Set off depth of model, distance er lines.
Now as we know that the longer axis
from top to bottom.
divides the ellipse into two equal parts,
5· Get slope of lower line, produce it
we proceed to set off point 9 as far to
until it cuts the line of symmetry, and
the right as 4 is to the left of line 8.
from thence draw line 6 tangent to the
This being done we have located the
ellipse.
ends of the shorter axis. Draw line 10
6. Imagine a vertical line dropped
or the ellipse of the base complete, as
from the highest point in the elliptical
this is the only true way of making the
base. If you cannot imagine a line you
proper connection with the side lines,
should make a plumb of your pencil by
which should be tangent to the ellipse.
hanging it loosely by the lead between
the thumb and forefinger, the edge of
the pencil corresponding with the vertical line. Now close one eye, sight
past the pencil until you can just see the
highest point in the base. Where does
this line appear to cut the model ?
Supposing the frustum to be a woodSupposing that it would touch the ex- ed bucket, the first point I would call
treme right of the visible ellipse, erect your attention to would be the fact that
a vertical line directly over the corres- the hoops are in reality parallel to the
ponding point in our drawing and pro- top and bottom of the bucket, and of
duce it until it cuts line 6. Thus we course the ellipses are parallel; but in
will have found the highest point of the appearance they are the boundaries of
base in our drawing. It is also the up - planes which appear to vanish in a disper end of the longer axis of the base tant line or trace, the same as parallel
and as we ·have learned that this is par- receding lines appear to vanish in a disallel to the longer axis of the other el- tant point, and consequently they do
lipse, we proceed to draw line 8 paral- not appear parallel to each other but
lel to line 1. This should be produc- the farther edges appear closer than the
ed until it cuts line 5 and the longer ax- nearer edges because the visual angles
is of the base will have been drawn.
would be smaller than those formed by
This line may be found in another the nearer edges.
way: Imagining a line connecting the
Supposing that we have the frustum
highest with the lowest point in the with its two ellipse drawn complete
end that is turned from us, then th e and that the upper hoop appears to be
question, how much of the model is cut one third of the way from the top to the
off by such a line? This line of cour e bottom of the bncket, these measureis always at right angles to the line of ments must be taken on the line of symsymmetry and parallel to the axis of the metry.
other end of the frustum.
Trisect the line of symmetry between
Set off the corresponding distance on the top and bottom of the bucket on
the line of symmetry, and draw a line the front and back sides. The points of
through the last point found and pr - trisection ab on the front and back sides
3· Visible ellipse.

T
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are the ends of the shorter axis of the
ellipse that is to represent one edge of
the hoop.
Trisect the shorter axis or line between ab and through c, the point of
trisection, draw the longer axis d and
produce it until it cuts the side lines 5 ,
6. Draw the ellipse I 1.

pears to grow narrower as it recedes
round the bucket.
The next point is how to represent
the bottom of the bucket as the staves
project below it. Only a moment's study
and we find that it is similar to tracing
a hoop round the bucket, as it is only
tracing a similar figure round the inside

If the width of the hoop is equal to
one-eighth, sixth, or fourth, or whatever part it may be of the distance between I I and 3 we set off the required
distance to right or left of I I as the case
may be and divide up the corresponding space on back of bucket in the same
manner, also the line between I and 8
and through the last point found draw
line e parallel to I and 8 until it cuts
5
and 6 thus forming the longer axis of
the ellipse forming the other edge of
the hoop. Draw ellipse f and one hoop
will hav e been completed.

of the staves.
Besides that just mentioned we have
another figure, the thickness of the low er ends of the staves.
In the first instance we hav e represented two parallel ellipses running
round the bucket and the distance between them or the width of the hoop being turned towards us, in the second
the distance between the ellipses, or the
thickness of the staves, forms a receding plane, the width of which, in appearance, is the greatest at the ends of
the lon ger axis, because it is not foreshortened as at the end s of the shorter
axis.
The staves appear widest at the point
nearest to the eye and become narrower as they recede or approach the edge
of the bucket because they become more
and more foreshortened.

Is it necessary to go throYgh all this
in order to draw a bucket? No, not after we once know how it really should
be and we have drawn it several times.
Unless we faithfully work thi out and
thoroug-hly understand the principles
thus involved, no matter how much labor is required at first, we cannot hope
to work intelligently. In this way we
avoid the too frequent blunders of making our drawings look flattened in tead
of round, the invi ibl end being drawn
lense-shapecl in tead of elliptical. The
hoops at pear to go only half way round.
The stave form a part of the one
Not enough curvature at the top and and hence the lines must be drawn tobottom. You notice that the hoop ap- wards the apex.
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We need only to produce the side
lines of the bucket until they cut each
other and run all the lines in the staves
towards this point.
To locate the apex of the cone when
the bucket is turned to or from us so
that the side lines are not, seemingly
visible, we should, after drawing the
ellipses, get the slope of the edges of

two staves that are on opposite sides of
the bucket and produce them until they
cut each other and run all the staves toward this point. The ~hort straight
lines between the ends of the staves
should be drawn toward the perspective
center of the ellipse; this is always beyond the true center of the ellipse.

THEORY OF TIDAL vVAVES.
ALLAN

T

R.

HAT oceanic tides were in some
way due to the influence of sun and
moon was known long before Newton
solved the mystery by his discovery of
universal gravitation. He saw at once
why the waters of the ocean rose beneath
these heavenly "'bodies. He knew that
in the depths of the sea the water must
be compressed by the great weight of
water above; that this w ight is due to
the earth's attraction alone; and were
that attraction weakened, whether actually or in effect, the water must expand
until the forces of gravitation and expansion came once more into a state of
equilibrium. In the attrar.tion of those
distant bodies, the sun and moon, he
found the cause he sought. The two
forces acting in opposite direction were
in effect but a single force equal to their
difference; and the water, thus having
]ost part of its weight, increased in volume by its own expansibility.
It is easy to understand why the water should be heaped up on that ide of
the earth nearest the moon; but there i
a similar tide on the oppo ite ide which
is not so easily explained.
ewton disposed of this question by supposing it
due to the unequal attraction of the
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moon. Gravitation diminishes as the
inverse square of the distance; the water upon the side nearest the moon is
attracted most and rises, followed by
~he solid earth, which comes next in
point of distance and attraction. The
water on the opposite side of the earth,
being farthest away and of course not
so strongly attracted, is left behind.
'Vhether Newton understood it so or
not, one gets the idea that the farthest
side of the earth is at a fixed distance
from the moon, and that the moon's attraction has stretched the earth out toward herself, much as one might stretch
a piece of rubber.
Erroneous as this statement is, it has
found a place in most of our common
s hool text -books, probably because
nothing better has been offered, Now
and then an author ventures to suggest
a different theory, per hap· the true theory, but fails to make hin1self clearly understood. Here is (\.n example from excellent authority :
' The place of the earth's center is
not changed, becau e the motion of the
moon, in it path, keeps the distance
between the two bodies the same. Hence,
as the position of the centre is not dis-
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ttlrbed, anu the Jiameter of the earth
has been prolonged , it foll ows, paradoxical as it may seem, that the a ttrac tion of the moon upon the mass o£ the
earth has forced the opposite side farth er from the center.''
In the above paragraph not a single
• idea is offered in explanati on of the phe ~
nomenon, and the stud ent remains ignorant as before. H e refe rs to other
standard authorities with but little better success; nowhere can he find a satisfactory statement of th e cause of tides.
Having myself experienced this difficulty, and at last gathered enough facts
from various sources, I have put them

FIG. I.
together in form of a math ema tical d emonstration of such simplici ty that it is
hoped all may understand.
The theo ry of the tide produced by
th e sun will first receive a ttention j for,
though least important, it is most easily
demonstra ted.
The centrifugal force of the earth in
its mo tion about the sun is exactly equal
to the attrac tive force of the sun, and at
any time is equal to the square of its
velocity divided by twice the radius of
its orbit. Choosi ng two points upon
the ear th's surface, one nea rest the sun
and th e o the r opposite, we find that,
since the ti me of revolution about the
sun is the same for both, their respec tive velocities are in direct proportion
to their distance from the sun.
To fin d the centrifugal force at A,
(Fig. 1), square its velocity and divide
b y twice its distance. Representing the

centrifugal force at C by unity, that at
A is found to b e ·999957· By a similar
process B is found to have a centrifugal
forc-e of 1. oooo3 2.
Since attraction varies inversely as
the square of the distance, we find tha t
at A to be 1. oooo86, whil e at Bit is but
.999914, taking the attraction at C as
unity.
At A, then, nearest the sun, there is

F IG. 2.
an a ttractive force of 1. oooo86 opposed
by a centrifu gal forc e of ·9 99 957, leavi ng a tide-p roducing power of .ooo 129 .
At B, fa rthest from th e sun, an attrac ti ve force of . 99 99 I 4 is opposed to a
centrifu gal force of 1. oooo3 2. He re is
also a tide-produci ng power rep resented by . ooo1 18, somewh a t less than a t
A, - a con cl usio n verifi ed by the ob ser ved fact that the opposite tide is not so
high as the di rect.
T he theo ry of the lunar tide is more
complicated, for the earth becomes the
cent ral and attractive bodyj yet, strictly speaking, the moon does not revolve
about the center of the earth, but bo th
bodies revolve about a common center
of gravity at a distance inversely proportional to their mass. As the earth's
mass is eighty times that of the moon,
this common center f revolution is but
three th usand miles from the center of
the earth, and consequently lies within
the earth itself.
bout this center the
earth revolves once in a lunar m nth,
the entrifugal force of it motion about
this point exactly balancing the c ntrifugal force of the moon in her orbit.
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A~ the rotation of the earth upon its
axis produces a centrifugal force at the
equator, so will its revolution about any
other point within itself produce a like
force, varying with the distance from
the center of revolution. Thus, at A,
(Fig. 2 ), a particle describes a small
circle about P. At C the circle is much
larger; while at B it is largest, the distance BP being seven times AP.
As A, C, and B perform a revolution
in the same time, their velocities are in
proportion to their distance from P, or
as I, 3, and 7 ; and their centrifugal
forces are as .5, 1.5, and 3·5· Representing this force at C by unity, the proportional parts become . 3333, I. oooo,
and 2.3333·
The proportional distances of the
three points, from the moon, are 59,
6o, and 61. As the moon's attraction
varies according to the inverse square
of these distances, we find the attraction
at A represented by 1. 0342, taking Cas
unity, while B is but . 967 S·
The two forces are exactly equal at
the center of the earth, and we may
compare our series of proportional
parts:
Centrifugal, 2.3333 I.oooo ·3333
Attracti e
.9675 I.oooo 1.0342
At B the centrifugal force i 2. 3333,
the attraction, . 967 5 · leaving a force of
1. 3658 acting in a direction away from
the earth and producing a tide there.
At A the attraction is 1.0342, the centrifugal force, ·3333·
But here both
forces act in the same direction, and
their combined effect is 1.3675, indicating a tide somewhat larger than upon
the opposite side. The conclu ion is
again in accordance with observed fact .
Half way between the e two ti e wa e
there is no tide, o our text b oks ay ;
and more than this, we are taught to be-

lieve that, since the lines of attraction
are slightly convergent, the moon itself
draws the water toward the earth at that
place.
Apparently true, nothing could be
more misleading in fact. A particle at
R, (Fig. 3), is in motion around P at a
distance of nearly five thousand miles.
Its centrifugal force, on the same scale
as preceding computations, is 1. 6667,
and in the line PR prolonged. Now
this may be conceived as the resultant
of two forces; one directly from the .

FIG. 3·
moon, the other at a right angle to this
and directly away from the earth. Since
RST and RCP are similar triangles we
have,
RP : R T : : CP : ST
or,
5 : 1.6667
:: 3: (1. oooo)
and RP : RC : : RT : RS
or,
5 : 4 : : 1.6667 : (1.3333)
Centrifugal force from the moon i
shown to be unity, and is just balanced
by the moon' attraction at her mean
distance of 6o; while the centrifugal
force from the earth is 1. 3333 without
an oppo ing force, except that due to
convergence of the lines of attraction,
already mentione . The correction for
this convergence reduces the tide producing power to 1. 3 I at the point R .
Thus mathematical demonstration
shows that the moon produces a tide,
not only beneath it and oppo ite, but
entirely around the earth. The greate t is imme iately beneath the moon
being repre ented in our ratio by
1.3675.
e. t i the oppo ite ti e of
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1. 3658; while the smallest is 1.31, half from that of the others, leaving forces
way b etween the other two. As this of . o5 75 and . oss8 to produce the visilatter tide, the lowest possible level of ble tides.
the ocean, becomes our standard of
-1\':. E. Journal of Education.
comparison, we may subtract its value

A L ifelong Study.

The study of geography does not begin where some other study is finished;
it is a part of the entire education of
the young, it enters in some form into
every grade of school life, and it is nev er finished even when graduation breaks
the connection between the school and
the student. It is tlte study that is never finished. I< acts are learned of it every
day, and its importance is unquestioned. It well becomes teachers to give
such instruction in geography that the
after life of the pupil, the life when books
are rarely dipped into and technical
works are wholly e chewed, may be full
and ready to grasp all the facts that daily
arrive in new form to arrest the attention.
Students of history are always impressed by the powerful influence which
the physical features of nature exert in
haping the current of vent . The existence of a lake or a mountain hain
has at times produced most important
historical results. When the hin se,
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the last two articles of this series,
ariou general matters and some of
the mo t important term have been explaine . The e have been chiefly what
in Logi are called term , and in ram-

I

in the first century of our era, overran
all Turkestan, it is said that their General Panchow, with his army, reached
the Caspian sea, and that he was so impressed by the supposed difficulty of
crossing it that he abandoned his design
of extending his ma ter's dominion into
Europe. It has often been asserted that
the great mountain barrier which incloses Italy on th e north was absolutely
essential to the growth and maintenance
of the early Roman empire.
All that covers Egypt with fertile
fields, hemmed in everywhere by steri le
wa tes, i the sedime nt which the Atbara river, the
ile's great tributary,
brings from rich Kassa! a and the mountains of Abyssinia and ·prcads ove r the
Nile valley. It has been maintained by
Sir amuel Baker that if the 'udanc e
only knew their power it would not be
difficult to divert the Atbara from it
channel an 1 dry up its waters in the
ubian de ert, turning Egypt into a
barren wilderness like the surrounding
wa te.
- Journal of Education.
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mar n uns, in I ych0lo y,
n ept ·.
The faculty ha been called the ·ciencemaking fa ulty; ut, plainly what we
have een on id ring constitute nly
a very small part of th entire subj t,
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they have been only the disjecta of our
knowledge. We must now look, very
imperfectly indeed, at the same things
when taken connectedly, at terms when
combined into propositions, and conce"pts ~hen brought into proper relations in thought; and we must see how
new propositions are obtained from old
ones, how new truths are derived from
old ones. This is the proper subjectmatter of Logic, and the young teacher
who finds this short article unsatisfactory, and it is hoped all of them will
find it only suggestive, can do no better
than to read the little Science Primer on
Logic by the late Professor Jevons.
That will lead on to the larger works;
for the subject is an endless one, and
has employed the keenest thoughts of
the greatest minds.
Let us start with the proposition,
''The horse is an animal." Here our
consciousness, or knowledge, is a consciousness of an agreement, namely, between the two terms "horse" and "animal," or the two classes of things for
which the terms stand, or the two concepts,-it is immaterial which way we
look at it. Had I said, ''the horse is
not an animal," the consciousness, or
knowledge, would have b~en of a disagreement. From this it will be seen,
that a proposition is only an expression
of the relations of agreement or disagre ment between two term , or concepts.
It will be remembered, that two imp rtan t properties of terms have been referred to already, their exten ion an
their intension; the former referring to
the number of sub-classes, or indi idual
things, or to the per epts, includ dun der it, and the latter to the number of
attributes in luded in it. Thi gi e
rise to two most important methods f
interpreting propositions, in re pe t of

their extension or their intension. Thus,
the proposition already given, interpreted extensively, means "the horse is one
of the sub-classes of the term animal,"
or "one of the individual things included under the term animal"; intensively,
"horse has all the attributes of animal."
This is a matter of the greatest interest,
and should be thought out until it is
perfectly clear. A little work upon the
article in the April STUDENT will make
the subject perfectly plain.
At this point, another important matter must be explained, the distribution
of terms. Any term of a proposition is
said to be distributed, when it stands for
all that the term implies, is taken in its
full extent; it is said to be undistributed, when it stands for only a part of
what the term implies, is taken not in
its full extent. If I say, "all horses are
animals," the subject is plainly distributed; but the predicate is undistributed, since it evidently refers not to all
animals, but to some only. If I say,
"no men are br~tes," both subject and
predicate are distributed, since each is
taken in its full extent, the as ertion is
a disagreement between all men and all
brutes. This distribution of the subject
enables us to divide propositions into
two important cla ses, universal propositions and particular. If the relation
between the subject and the predicate
i an agreement, the proposition is an
affirmative one; if a di agreement, it is
a negative one. This double division
gives rise to the four leading kinds of
prop sitions; two universal an affirmative and a negative, and two particulars,
an affirmative and a n gative. It i
u tomary to de ignate the univer al affirmative by the letter · the univer al
negative by E; the particular affirmative by I; and the particular negative by

I
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0,-the A and E being the first vowels,
and the I and 0 the second in the Latin verbs affirmo, I affirm, and nego, I
deny. Now, using letters for our terms,
we may represent the four kinds of
propositions thus :-A=All M's are P's;
E=No M's are P's; I= Some M's are
P's; O=Some M's are not P's. Of
course, in A and E the subjects are distributed; but it will be noticed that both
affirmative propositions have undistributed predicates, and both negatives
distributed predicates. It should be remarked that all equations and other
propositions in which the copula is really the sign of equality, often called
equipollent propositions, have both
terms distributed. Proper nouns, too,
are distributed. If I say A=B, I mean
all A=all B. "Chloride of sodium is
common salt," means "all chloride of
sodium is all common salt.'' "J efferson was the author of the Declaration,"
is of the same kind.
It is evident that from single propositions, like A, E, I, and 0, new truths
may be obtained. If I know that all
M's are P':s, I can infer that at least
some P's are M's; if no M's are P's,evidently no P's are M's, etc., etc. Thi
method of inference is known as conversion, and consists merely in changing the positions of the subject and the
predicate. Again, if I know that A, all
M's are P's, is true; I can infer that E,
no :M 's are P's, is false, and
is true,
and I is true. If I know that A is false,
I do not know whether ~ is true or false,
but I know that 0 is true, etc. This
kind of inference is known a opposition. It is a very interesting subject
and will well repay very careful attention, since we are liable t fall into mistakes from lack of care here. A somewhat notorious lecturer of the day un-

dertakes to prove the existence of the
Supreme Being in this way : he says
there is a dependent and there must be
an independent, that is, he inferc; the
independent from the dependent. But
when he says there is a dependent, he
can mean only that some things are dependent, and when he says there is an
independent, he can mean only that
some things are not depend e nt. And
this means, that he infers 0 from I, a
thing which cannot by any possibility
be done. The best discussion of this
whole subject of immediate inferences,
as it is often called, the young teacher
will find in Archbishop Thomson's Laws
of Thought.
Evidently, this way of comparing two
things, or two terms, directly with each
other, is not the only way we have of
getting new knowledge, that is, of finding out whether things agree or disagree
with each other.
We an find out
whether two things thousands of miles
apart agree or disagree by :imply com paring them with some third thing, a
surveyor's chain, a yard stick, a p unci
weight, etc. That is, we have not on ly methods of immediate inferen e, but
also methods of mediate inferen c, in ference, that is, thr ugh a middle term,
(mediate means middle.) If I say, all
M's are P'::;, and all ' are M' ; plainly, all 's are P's; that is, I have founcl
out the agreement of
and P through
M. Now, this method of getting new
knowledg e i usually called reas ning,
and this special methorl,syllogistic reas oning; and the little Sl e imen given
above is call d a syllogism. The su bject is a vast one, and nly the impl . t
parts can be referred to here. The Ia ·t
proposition is called the onclusion, and
its predicate, P, is called the maj r term,
because the predi ate usually has a
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greater extension than the subject; and
its subjeGt, S, is called the minor term,
for the reason just given. Of the other
propositions, the one which contains the
major term, no matter where it stands
in the syllogism, is called the major
premise, and the one which contains
the minor term the minor premise. The
term common to both premises is called
the middle term, because through it the
subject and the predicate of the new
proposition are seen to agree or disagree.
The books give a number of rules to
which the syllogism must conform, if
the conclusion is to be legitmate. rst.
There must be three terms and no more,
in other words, there must be but one
middle term. If the major term and
minor agree or disagree with two different things, we can not tell whether they
agree with each other or not. znd. The
middle term must not be ambiguous.
This is really the first rule, since an ambiguous term is practically two terms.
3rd. The middle term must be distributed in at least one of the premises. If
the major term agrees with only a part
of the middle term, and the minor term
also agrees with only a part, we cannot
tell whether the parts are the same parts,
and it is evidently impossible to say
whether the major and minor agree or
disagree. The rule is again really the
first rule. 4th. At lea t one of the two
premises mu t be a univer al. If only
part of the major term agrees with the
middle, and only part of the minor with
the middle ; plainly, we cannot tell
wheth r any of the major and the minor
agree or disagree. sth. At leastone of
the premises must be an affirmative. If
neither the major nor the minor term
agree with the the middle term, nothing can be told about their agre ment
or di agreem nt ' ith each other. 6th.

If either premise is negative, the condusion must be negative. If one term
agrees with the middle term, and the
other disagrees, they must disagree with
each other. 7th. No term must be distributed in the conclusion, if it was not
distributed in its premise. If nothing
is affirmed or denied of a part of either
major or minor term in the premises,
nothing can be either affirmed or denied
of that same part in the conclusion. A
violation of this rule is technically calleel an illicit process of the major or the
minor term, according to which term
has been used in violation of the rule.
An illustration of its violation may be
found in the quotation from Beecher in
the examination questions on Reading
in the June number of THE STUDENT.
Let us see one or two illustrations of
the rules. If I say, all M is P, and all
S is M, I may conclude that all S is P;
no rule is violated. If I say, all Pis M,
and all S is M, I can say nothing at all
about S and P, there is an undistributed middle, and rule 3 is violated. If I
say, some M is P, and all S is M, I can
draw no conclusion; the same rule is
broken. If I say, all M is P, and no S
is I, then, no S is P; I have an illicit
process of the major term and have violated rule 7. But these must suffice for
the illustration. One caution must be
added before the subject is eli missed.
\Vhen it is said that no conclusion can
be drawn, the word must be taken literally. If I cannot say that
i P, I
am not by any means entitled to say
that is not P,as a c nclu ion from the
premise ; though I might very much
desire to say so, and as I probably would
say, if I icl not have a good degree of
regard for the truth.
This article mu t be taken a onl
sugge ti e. There are a hundred thing
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that ought to be said, but which have not
been said; and what has been said, should
have been made concrete by illustrations, which space and time have forbidden here. It is believed that what
has been said is accurate, and embraces
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the fundamental matters that sooner or
later must be learned in the shape here
given by any one who would understand
the subject-matter of grammar and rhetoric and so-called pedagogy.
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ARFIELD once said that a universi ty might be established upon a log,
with Mark Hopkins upon o ne e nd of it
and a student on the other.
Agassiz on Penikese Island, before
opening his school of science composed
of professors from all parts of the country, said: "Le t us ask the blessing of
God upon our labor while we investigate the mysteries of creation." Then
folding his hands and bowing his head,
he poured out his soul to God, reating
an impres ion o profoun I upon his hearers that it could never be forg~ten by
a single one who had been brought un der the spell of one of the greatest of
men.
·w ith you, my friends, in whose success I have an abiding interest, there can
be no life well or intelligently studied except in its relation to causes and results.
Character i both a result and a cause.
While you have been here whether one
year or many your character has been
soli ified in part, at lea t, by coming in
contact with fellow student ; but in the
main, by coming under the influence of
your teachers. If you take from here
a disposition of mind and heart independent of influences which are misleading, which hall at death find you
prepared, it will be well.
n any other ground, though you be tow your
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earnings in the interest of scie nce o r to
feed the poor, and at last will your body
to an indigent medical student for su ·h
purposes as he may elect, you wili not
be satisfied with your own life, for you
have not brightened the gloom of the
grave, dried a tear, or given rest to a
weary traveler to the world beyond.
To accomplish the highest end::; of life,
the sp irit of man must be preparecl to
live, that when the silent messengn
comes he may be prcparecl to wrap the
drapery of his cou h about him that he
may lie down to pleasant dream ·. You
are to become guides of undying spirits.
How have you counted on the future?
'Vhat have you resolved shall he the
destiny of tho e brought under yourm Auen e? fn an address delivered at Jli ram College in I 8 76 by Jas. A. Carfield
on "The life an<l chara tcr of .\lmcda
A. Booth,'' which I wish you ould all
read, I make this quotation :
'he a complished in four years the ordinary
work of ten,and did it perfectly. I cnture to assert that in active power
f
mind, in th roughness and breadth
scholarship, in 'V manly sweetness o f
pirit, and in the quality of effective,
unselfi h work d ne, she ha · not been
excelled by any merican woman. I
know of no man or woman who at 51
year · of age had done more or better
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work. On my own behalf, I take this
occasion to say that, for her generous
and powerful aid so often and efficiently
rendered, for quick and never failing
sympathy, and for her intelligent, unselfish and unswerving friendship, I owe
her a debt of gratitude and affection for
the payment of which the longest term
of life would have been too short."
This was the result of 15 years' association as classmate and fellow-teacher
with this godly woman who, though
born in poverty, acquired a fame and
justly merited these words of praise
from one of America's most honored
and eminent sons. Though she has passed away, that focused light which she
received from heaven is still casting its
lovely rays across many a life that was
d1rkness and doubt before it looked
to her as a guide, when its pathway
s,_e mcd hazy and uncertain. Well has
it been said that nature and nurture have
much to do with our lives.
Probably no woman ever dug down
higher hills of difficulty or bridged
broader chasms that seemed to separate
her from the object of her desire, a consuming desire, to serve acceptably God
and men.
In all human probability no child was
e te r born with more favorable surr _)Undings than was John Quincy Adam .
John Adams the jax of colonial times
an_d his educated, cultured Christian wife
w : re the peer of any.
John uincy wa under his mother'
instruction until his tenth year when hi
father took him to Europe, where he
spent two years in a training school in
Paris while the father was engage in
the diplomatic service of hi country.
He was also a student at the univer ity
at Leyden, H Hand, an institution of
learning regar ed by his father as the

best in Europe. It is remembered that
many happy hours were spent by him in
the presence of Dr. Franklin and other
eminent men of the world, who were his
father's friends and companions. At
fourteen he became private secretary of
Frances Dana, Esq., who had been secretary of Legation under the elder
Adams, but who had recently been appointed minister to Russia. Here young
Adams remained fourteen months, performing his duties to the entire satisfaction of the minister. He was present
when the treaty of peace was signed between the United States and Great Britain. He then attended school at The
Hague for several months.
In 1775 he-visited London, where his
father had been appointed minister to
the Court of St. James. This gave him
opportunities to study the highest style
of oratory from such living models as
Pitt, Fox, Erskine, Burke and Sheridan.
What splendid opportunities for a precocious boy of seventeen! He has been
admitted to the presence of the grandees
and nobles of the courts of Spain,
France, Russia, Holland, and England.
He longs to finish his studies from the
same halls at Harvard, from which his
father went forth years before. Fermi sion is granted and he enters at
eighteen and graduates in q88. He
then entered the office of that almost
incomparable lawyer, Theophilus Parson , who for so many year was Chief
Justice of Ma achusetts, and a writer
on juri prudence of commanding fame.
At twenty-four young Adams was admitted to the bar. He aid of the only
four years in which he practiced hi profes ion: ''I had long and lingering an. iety in looking forward, doubtful even
of my pro pective ub tance, but acquiring more and more the mean of it, till
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in the last of the four years the busi ness
of my profession yielded me an income
more than equal to my expenditures."
At twenty -seven he was appointed
minister to The Hague. During his
stay here he was intrusted to n ego tiate
treaties with Sweden and Prussia.
"Through his long life," says his biographer, "Mr. Adams was himself a
daily and devout reader of the Scriptures, and delighted in comparing and
considering them in the various languages with which he was familiar hop ing thereby to acquire a nicer and clearer appreciation of their meaning."
"The Bible was emphatically hi s
counsd and monitor to his life, and the
fruits of its guidance are seen in the unsullied character which he bore through
the turbid water of political contention
to his final earthly rest. "
At thirty-four he was elected ~ember
of the senate of Massachusetts and occupied a chair in Harvard college; at
thirty -six he was elected to the United
States Senate; at forty -two Washington
appointed him minister to Russia; at
forty-eight, minister to the Court of St.
James; at fifty, Secretary of State under Madison; at fifty-eight, President
of the United tates. Of his services
in the House of Representatives until
his eighty -first year, beneath the dome
of the capitol, he exclaimed, ''This is
the last of earth; I am content."
To the names of ugustine, Xavier,
Fenelon, Milton,
ewton, Locke, Lavater, Howard,
hateaub riand, and
the1r thousand of compeers in Christian faith among the world's wisest and
noblest, it is n t without pride that the
Ameri an may add from among hi
countrymen those of such men as
\Vashington, Patrick Henry, and John

Quincy dam$.
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distinguished statesmen whose character I have so briefly reviewed I would
like to call the attention to Andrew
Jackson, who was born in the same year.
I prefer however, a stronger case than
the illustrious chieftian and tatesman
who was a revolutionary soldier at thirteen and who carried a sword wound received from a British officer to his grave.
Forty-two years after the btrth of John
Quincy Adams and Andrew Jackson in
an obscure part of the country, of obscure parents a man child was born,
who was destined to out-rival if possible, the glo ry and fam e of the cultured
A lams. From infancy to manhood it
may be said, that not a clay passed unfilled with anxiety and toil. He never
enjoyed the advantages of school but
for a single year, though in his manhood he was an untiring s tudent by night
and by day. His associates, from ne cessity, instead of being the cultured
and refined, the educated and the rich,
were for the most part vulgar anrl ignorant. At twenty -three he wa s elected
a captain in the Black-Hawk war. The
company soon mustered out and he inlisted as a private. The same year he
was nominated for th e leg islatu re in Illinois, and re ei ved every vote from til
community in which he lived but three,
At the age of twenty -five or twenty-si x he was elected to the legislature.
At twenty-eight he was admitted to the
bar.
At twenty-nine and thirty -o ne
served again in the legislature.
t thirty-seven,ele ted to the ongress of the
United tates. He has a quircd fame
as a lawy e r and debater. At fifty-one
he wa elected Pre ident. Before he
was fifty -four he wrote the immortal
Emancipati n Proclamation, that rave
liberty to over 4,ooo,ooo slaves.
For a contrast to the
t fifty -six he was inaugurated for th
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second time President of the United
States, delivering the master-piece of
all his st~te papers, his second inaugural address. Like Adams he was a devout believer in God. To a friend he
once said, when asked if he was a Christian , "\Vhen my son died, the greatest
sorrow of my life, I was not a Christian;
but when I went to Gettysburg, and
stood among the graves of our heroic
dead, witnessing the great sacrifice that
they had made in defence of their coun try's liberty, I then and there resolved
to consecrate my life as a Christian."
It was during his journey to this Na tiona! Cemetery Nov. 19th r863, that
he wrote upon his knees on a scrap of
paper, that speech which at the time
did not attract very much attention, but
which since has become classic. This
address was delivered before he was fifty-four years of age, and is regarded
equal to any thing that ever came from
the pen of the highly favored, educated,
cultu red clams. In every sense of the
word Abraham Lincoln who died at
fifty-six, equalled in statesma nship John
Quincy Adam who died at 8r. The
father of Mr. Adams wa perhaps, the
peer of any man in the world; while the
father of Abraham Lincoln was below
the average in those qualities which
make what thew rld call succe s. Suppose the condition of the e two boy
had b n changed. At your lei ure
w rk out the pr blem.
No two lives
in American hi tory present a great r
contrast, and yet they had many thing
in ommon. Both were patriots of the
highest character; both had an in atiahie le ire for knowledge; to their redit
be it aid b th improved their opportunities; both humbly tru ted in AImighty
od; both wer honored by
th ir countrymen, and b th deserved

the best that posterity can give to the
grandest and the noblest of men. What
gave these men power over themselves
and mankind? I believe it was because
they bowed before divine authority.
They acknowledged the same teacher
which Adam acknowledged. Had that
teacher ne~er spoken to Adam, Adam
would never have spoken. Adam was
not created in the weak and helpless
state of infancy. The creation of the
world was revealed to Adam by the
great Creator, and by him handed to
succeeding generations. Young ladies
and gentlemen, will you be so cowardly
in facing the problem of the future?
But permit me to draw another picture presenting another and quite different view of life but still illu trating my
theme.
ne of the greatest pieces of e ngineering skill· is the Brooklyn bridge.
The Roeblings were maue famous by
building the suspen ion bridge at Niag ara. In after year the elder Roebling
concievecl the scheme of building a suspendecl highway that would unite Brooklyn and New York. But before he could
superintend the laying of a single stone
he was so severely injured while inspecting the ground for the Brooklyn Pier,
that he died.
The responsibility of
erecting piers and con tructing a bridge
fell upon the on ol. \ . A. Roebling.
\Ve are advised that the ancients held to
a super tition that to in ure afety to a
bridge its abutment mu t be on ecrateel by the offering of blo d from a human acrifice. Be it o or not- though
the uper titian ha pa eel awa - the
om ar march of cience claim a i
too well known, the prinkling of blood
at the hand of its mo t earne t elevatee .
The Brooklyn structure -that endur-

-
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ing monument to human skill, courage,
and energy,-was not brought forth
without claiming a fre quent and costly
sacrifice. vVhat great enterprise ever
was? The settlement and development
of the New World passed unheeded for
almost two centuries as compared to
the march of empires in the Old. But
as civili zation flows westward, history
uncovers the awful sufferings endured
by the early settlers, before this land
could become the Paradise of which we
have become the heirs.
If we see, by the eye of faith, men
and womE.n amid the regions of a New
England winter, kneeling on Plymouth
Rock, weeping tears of joy and gratitude, while in thanksgiving they lift their
voices to the God of compassion and
love, for a land free from the tyrants,
we also see the fearful surprises, planned by the red men, in which whole settlements went down by implements of
to rture and death. The blood of fa ther, and mother, son and daughter consecrated the soil which has become our
glorified inheritance.
The obstacles to national as well as
individual success would be about infinite- i f in the struggle for improvement
women were less sacrificing, brave,and
daring than men. Soon after the death
of the elder Roebling, the son was stricken upon hi s bed from the effects of the
terrible ca1sson desea e, contracted
, hile imperiling his life to save the caisson from lest ruction . He was carried
frorn the scene of his labor to his sick
room where he remained for eleven long
years- rarely able all th at time to leave
his couch of pain. The cherished hopes
of the father, inherited by the son, together with tho e of his own, ·eemed to
be ru hed. ~Iu t this mighty enterprise of the age suffer defeat at the mo -
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ment of assured success? If not entirely defeated, must it suffer embarrassment for years for lack of scientific
knowledge of the plans? Here are six
assistant engineers each thoroughly skilled and trained for his profession; each
noted for special talent for work assigned him. But this enterprise is so manysided, so intricate, so gigantic, so great
a departure from those of like character heretofore constructed, carrying
with it the expenditure of fifteen and a
half millions of dollars that neither of
these, nor all of them, can be trusted.
vVhat can be done? How shall this o bstacle to success be removed? The
warm est personal friend of this prince
of mathematics can not b e admitted to
hi s chamber. So delicate ha s be ome
the nervous system that the voice of a
stranger h ea rd in a distant room can
not b e endured. vVhat lever can remove the seem ingly immovable obstacle? A missing link must be found not
a hypothetical, but a rea l, tangible one.
As is often the case, a woman supplies it. The foul gase of the caisson
have poisoned the body but n ot the
brain of our hero who is to direct from
his sick chamber for eleven years what
has been said to be "the rival of the
greatest am0ng the wonders of human
skill." Thi s great mind must be tapp ed and the genius of that fertile brain
must now into that of another and by
that other communi ated to one and all
of his assistant . The spirit that acepts th e ta ks ancl performs the duties
so gra dully, o su cessfully to the satisfaction, nay, admiration of the: ientific world, i the arne in kincl as animated the brave an I pure -hearted Joan
of Ar when at the hand of a defeated
and dis ouraged army he drove back in
sham e the enemies f Fra nce.
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The same spirit that aroused itself
from a. sick couch at Long Branch, and
stood for eighty days by the bedside of
one who was more than a suffering king,
with a devotion, often equalled, never
exceeded, the spirit possessed by true
and noble women. The most intricate
problems within the range of applied
mathematics are locked away. The key
that is forged must turn easily in the
brain of this helpless giant that the more
wonderful than Alladin treasures may be
brought forth from their hiding place to
astonish the world, and prove a blessing
more valuable than gold, to millions of
his countrymen. The faithful wife who
is the ever faithful nurse must be made
to represent that curiously wrought and
wonderfully delicate key. And under
h er husband's direction she takes her

pen and pencil and masters the science
of civil engineering, and applies it to
bridge-building, draws a labyrinthine
mass of lines and curves, comprehends
the pressure of the air, strength of iron,
the elasticity and tenacity of steel. During Troy's greatness and prosperity
there was but one way into the proud
city, and that was so devious that only
a friend could trace the route. Our
heroine mastered that which seemed the
only way, intricate and difficult though
it was, by which the caissons could be ·
sunk into the depths, carrying with them
the foundation stones of the piers 8o
feet below tide water, then piling them
tier upon tier in their colossal grandeur
2 76 Yz feet above it.
(Concluded next montlz.)

.N'OTES-SCJENTIFIC AND OTHER WISE.
The Whaleback.

A recent departure in ship-building
is said to be as important as the invention of the steamboat itself.
It is a freight steamer made to ride
through, and not over the, waves. It
will excel the old style in many respects.
The cost is lessj a vessel of 3ooo tons
has a draught of only I 7 feet, can be
managed by a crew of 22 men, and use
I 2 tons of coal per day, being '1.\ as much
a by the ordinary large ocean steamer.
The ''\Vetmore" is the name of the
fir t ' \Vhaleback" built on the reat
Lake and is the first of any d
ription
that ha attempted to reach the water
of the Pa ific. It has already ucce sfully eros cl the Atlantic.
The "\ etmore" is shaped like a ci -

gar having both ends cut off to an equal
diameter and is slightly flattened above
to form a kind of deck.
A turret and cabin are all that appear
on this deck.
This vessel left Duluth, where it was
built, sailed to Montreal, took on a cargo of 9o,ooo bu hels of wheat, and reached Liverpool in just 39 days.
It descended the rapids to Montreal
but cannot return, the canals being too
small.
Although encountering heavy seas
on the Atlantic so steadily did the ve sel ri e that the foot-pr int of the grain
heavers, and marks of the ho el ' ere
plainly vi ible in her cargo on arri ing
in England.
pa enger es 1 of thi
tyle has
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also been designed with 3 decks, supported above the cigar shaped hull on strong
pillars far out of reach of the waves.
A movement is now under way to
construct an entire fleet of " 'Vhalebacks" for trans-Atlantic freight service.
They will be built in England and
patterned after the ''\Vetmore".
The enterprise is to be backed by
Northern Pacific capitalists.
The daily press ha.s lately had much
to say concerning the reported solution,
by the Germans, of aerial navigation.
It is currently reported that aeronauts
connected with the German army have
devised a steering apparatus to which
the huge balloons answer as readily as
a ship obeys her helm. It i even reported that in one instance at least, a
balloon sailed directly against a strong
wind. If this is the case the motor must
be exceedingly powerful and the balloon
of great strength to resist atmospheric
pres ure. o great is the re sistance that
" ·upposing a balloon to move at the
rate of forty miles an hour," says Harold Maxim, "there would be no necessity of a balloon, because, if only a
small part of the material which formed
the covering should be tretched on a
light frame in the form of a kite, and
should the plane of this kite b tilted a
few degrees above the horizontal, it
would be found that the atmospheric
pressure on the under side of the plane
would sufficiently exceed the pressure on
the upper side to lift quite a much as a
balloon would lift."
The two great experimenters of the
pr ent, Prof. Langley and Haroll
laxim have give n over the idea of the
balloon entirely, and are now w rking
at the problem of a rial navi ation with
the aeroplane only,
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What a Horse Can Do.

A horse can travel 400 yard in four
and one-half minutes at a walk. 400
yards in two minute at a trot, 400 yards
in one minute at a gallop. The usual
work of a horse i:; taken at 2 2, 500
pounds rai eel one foot per minute for
eight hours per day. A hor:;e will carry 250 pounds twenty-five miles per day
of eight hours. An avera re draft hors
will draw r,6oo pounds twenty-three
miles per day on a level road, weight f
wagon included. The average weight
of a hor e i r,ooo pounds; his strenCYth
is e<.Juivalent to that of five men. In a
horse -mill moving at three feet per econd, track twenty -five feet diameter, he
exerts with the machine the power of
four and one-half horses. The greatest
amount a horse can pull in a horizontal
line is 900 I ounds, !Jut he an only do
this momentarily; in continued exertion
probably half of this i · the limit. lie
attains his growth in five year., will live
twenty -five, and avera rrc ·i teen years.
A horse will live twenty -five days on
water without solid food, ·eventeen day
without eating or drinking, but nly
five days on food without <lrinkin . .\
cart drawn by a horse ver an ordinary
road will travel r. 1 miles per hour of
trip. A four -horse team will haul fr m
twenty-five to thirty -six ul>i feet of
limesto ne at ea h load. The time expended in loa<lin r unloadin ', et . inluding delay·, avera res thirty -five min
utes per trip. The ost of loadin rand
unloadinrr a cart using lab r is 1. 2 5
per day ancl a hor e 75 ents i 25 ent:
a per h- 24. 75 ubi feet.
)n metal
rail s a hor~e can draw one an d two third: tirncs as mu has em asphalt pave ment three and ne -thir 1 time· as mu h
a on roo 1 Belgian l>l k., fiv time as
mu h as n
d c bhle-:tonc:, twenty
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times as much as on good earth road,
forty t~mes as much as on sand. A
modern compilation of engineering
maxims states that a horse can drag, as
compared with what he can carry on his
back, in the following proportions: On
the worst earthen road, three times; on
a good macadamized road, nine ; on
plank, twenty-five; on a stone trackway,
thirty-three; and on a good railway,
fifty-four times as much.
-Humane World.

men will be needed. Safety is to be
secured by dividing the road into twentyfive sections of ten miles each, so as to
constitute a complete block system.
One central-power station, six or eight
miles from Clinton, De Witt County,
Ill., will furnish the electricity required
for operating the entire road, and will
also provide additional electric power
to be let to farmers and residents along
the line for their special purposes, and
provide for an electric-light plant and a
telephone line the whole way from Chicago to St. Louis. This reads like a
The Hundred-Mile Gait.
Travel at the rate of a hundred miles novel of Jules Verne, but it i:, not iman hour may soon be no longer a dream, possible, and the details seem to have
but a commonplace fact, for articles of been studied with knowledge and intel-New York Sun.
incorporation have just been filed in ligence.
Illinois by the Chicago and St. Louis
Chicago's Great Danger.
Electric Railroad Company, which proposes to build a road on which wedgeThe unenviable experience of Philashaped cars, driven by a novel form of delphia with her typhoid epidemic duelectric motor, will make the distance ring the Centennial year is likely to have
between those two cities in two hours its counterpart in Chicago next year if
and a half. At first only a double track the city authorities do not soon change
will be built, but ultimately there are to the existing order of things. In the
be four tracks, of which the two out- first three weeks of this year there were
side tracks will be reserved for a local reported 2I9 fatal ca ~ es of typhoid in
traffic and high-class freight, and the Chicago- an enormous number, even
company's plan includes the laying out for that notoriously unhealthy city. The
along the line of broad avenues, facing number of fatal cases of typhoid in Chiwhich will be neat cottages and hou es cago in 1890 was I oo8, and in 189 I it
with long, narrow farmlands reaching reached 1,997, an increase of nearly one
hundred per cent. In the entennial
back into the country. The electri
cars are to be long, low, compact, and year, Philadelphia had 7 73 fatal ca es,
light, with two pairs of driving wheel , a against 420 in the preceding year.
each opera ted by a motor.
' ach car In other w rds, the death rate from tywill weigh only ten tons and the' heel phoid in Philadelphia in I 76 wa 9.36
will be capable of making five hundred in Io,ooo inhabitants· while in 189o,in
revolution a minute.
wedge- haped
hicao-o, the rate wa 9· I6, and in I891
projection in front lopin upward, will it reached I6.64. In the ingle month of
dimini h the fri tion f th air an 1 will May 1 9 r the death from t ' phoid in
erve to keep the ar tead ' . Lio-ht and
hi ago numbered 40 -more than in
heat will be pr ' 'id d by el tric clevic- th lar er it ' of ew York in any one
qlld n it11 r onq4 t r · 11 r !:_:>rak~ - whole ' ar ii}c _ I . 7·
Jaturall
hi ~
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cago begins to tremble before this menace to the success of her World's Fair,
and to seek abatement of the cause.
As to this cause, there can be no doubt.
It is the pollution of the drinking -water
of the city by the city 's sewage. Theoretically, Chicago gets its drinking supply from the pure waters of Lake Michigan, and sends its sewage by canal to
an affluent of the \'lississippi. Actually,
the sewage in large part flows through
the Chicago River into the lake, surges
around on the city shores, and is taken
in again, to be drunk by Chicagoans and
to carry them off to untimely g raves.
The water supply of Chicago is obtained from Lake Michigan through tunnels
which run out into the lake. Two of
them reach two miles beyond the shore
line; a shore-inlet tunnel, to be used
when one of the others is stopped by ice,
runs out only fifteen hundred feet ; and
a fourth has a submerged inlet five
thousand feetfrom sho re. Three other
tunnels are now in process of construction ; one that will extend out to the
United States breakwater, a distance of
four thousand five hundred feet, and another extending ten thousand feet from
shore, both of which are to be finished
shortly, and a third, the Onderdunk
Tunnel, which will extend out four miles
into the lake. The last will probably
not he finished before October, and not
till then can Chicago be reasonably sure
of drinking pure water. - Argonaut.
D eep-Sea. R esearch.

It was suppo ed a few years ago that
the ocean bottom was largely a counterpart of the land feature of the globe,
with it mighty mountain ran ge pushincr up toward the urface of the sea and
deep valley and len sinki ng t almo t
unfath nuble depth·. Thi is found to

be true only to a limited extent. Here
and there, to be sure, mighty mountain s
push toward the surface or rise above
it, forming islands; and then, again, the
bottom sinks in a narrow trough, as off
the northeast coast of Japan, until it
seems as thou gh the sounding line could
never measure its depth. But the ocean
bed, in the main, is found gent! y to un dulate, and wou ld appear, if it could be
observed, as of a slightly rolling plain.
It has been found also that we used to
have very exaggerated views of ocean
depths. Maury, in his day the great
authority upon the ocean, popularized
the idea that a depth of eight or nine
miles might be found in mid -ocean. \Ve
know now that a depth of five miles is
very exceptional. General Von Ti llo,
who has made the latest d e terminati ns
of ocean depths, fixes the mean depth
of all the oceans at less than two and a
half miles. The Pacific Ocean averages
about I, 100 feet deeper than the Atlantic. The orth Atlantic is d eeper than
the outhern Atlantic, and the Ar tic
Ocean grows shallowe r the nearer the
pole is approache l. Very interesting
facts have been dis overed with regard
to the great distances from land at whi h
the sediment brought down by mighty
rivers is spread over the ·ea uottom.
Those gian ts among rivers, the iger
and the Congo, produce most marked
effects upon the nature of the deposits
at the bottom of the ocean. Bu hanan
has found that the sea bed for hundreds
of miles from Jan 1, from the Culf of
uinea at Loanda, has been filled up to
an enormou extent by the dark- olored
oft muds brought down by the rivers ·
and off the mouth of the 'ongo the :hare
mud ha · been tra ed to a depth of t8
ooo feet at a di~tan c of Goo mile: from
land. In th l ay of Bengal an<l th
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Arabian Sea the sediment from the Indus and the Ganges is spread out over
the gre~ter extent of the ocean's floor.
Antarctic ice brings as far north as 40°
south latitud~ the debris from lands perhaps still unknown. Before the Challenger expedition,only six deep-sea fishes were known. To-day about ten times
as many forms of deep-sea life are familiar to oceanographers.
\Ve can
form some idea of the abundance of life
existing in some regions at a depth of
two and a half miles, when it is said that
at a single haul of the trawl only twelve
feet wide, and dragged over the bottom
for a very short distance, as many as ISO
specimens of the higher forms of deep sea life have been obtained. One very
interesting fact seems to have been established by the recent investigations
in the Pacific of our Fish Commission
steamer Albatross. It has long been
known that the group of animals characteristic of the upper part of oceanic
waters is entirely distinct from the forms
of life near and at the bottom of the sea.

The Challenger investigators thought
they had established the fact that another distinct group of animals exists in
the intermediate depths, between these
upper and lower forms of life. This
theory seems to have been upset by the
work of the Albatross. The naturalists
of this vessel have found that the forms
of sea life in the upper portion of the
ocean waters may descend to a depth of
I, zoo feet or so from the surface, but
there then succeeds a barren zone which
continues to within 36o to 300 feet from
the bottom where the deep-sea animals
begin to appear. As a rule, these deepsea animals have no eyes, showing that
they have no need of them. The fact
that they are subjecterl to enormous
pressure is shown by many of them
bursting open when brought to the surface. Some of them have very bright
colors, and they are found most abundanti y along the courses of the great currents, showing that these rivers in the
ocean bring a large amot1nt of food for
the deep-sea fauna. -New York .')un.

QUESTION'S .JlND .Jl.NS fVERS.
(Conducted by Our Readers.)
NoTES :-1. IIcrcaftcr all communications intended for
this department, to be noticed, must l.oe signed . \\' e will
not puul!sh your name, however, when requested not to
do so.
2. We luwo so nrmngcd with the igmn Pi ~J ~th. Asso ciation that all mt\thematlcal questions wil: hereafter be
printed and answer •d in tl!e columns devoted to tile As ocint!on. Reader ev •rywhere, llowcvcr, are invited to
a~sist ns heretofore.

QUERIE

40. A man is born in the
nited
tates, m ves to Englan 1 and become
an Engli h subject, then r turn , becomes naturalized and remain a citizen
of thi country the time required by the
Constitution. \ ould he be eligible for
~he pre idency?
W. W. fa/mer.

¢I. \Vhy is fermentation more rapid
in warm weather?
Jd.
42. What material make the best
quality of letter-paper?
Jd.

A \ ER
J. Pericle was the Yreate t talesman that Athen ever had. He had
great executive ability and wa one of
the reatest orators that ever lived.
He rai ed his ountry to the highe t
point of political power that it e,·er
reached· he impro ed it fortification ;
built the greate t of it temples; and encoura ed in every way that wonderful
~

..
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intellectual life which is the glory not
only of Athens bnt of all Greece. C.
4· It is determined by dividing the
absolute index of the glass of which the
prism is composed by the absolute inde:x for air. The absolute indices for
different media are determined by pass·
ing a ray of light through them from a
vacuum.
H.
IO. The moon's orbit is inclined to
ecliptic about 5°, and its nodes (intersections with the ecliptic) move around
this circle once in about r9 years. Now,
remembering that the ecliptic makes an
angle of 23 3lz 0 with the equator, it will
be seen that the inclination of the moon's
orbit to the equator varies from 28 Yz 0
(when the ascending node is at the vernalequinox) tor8 Yz0 (r9Yz years later,
when the ascending node is at the autumnal equinox). Hence the meridian
altitude, which varies from about 20° to
77 °, depends, not on the season, but on
the position of the moon's node s. B.
Jl. By preventing complete fertilization in the flowering stage so that the
embryo and seed do not develop. H.
32. A thorough explanation of the
paragraph of the Cathedral referred to
would require more space than can be
given it now. The poet maintains that
a perfect thing is realized but once.
This is true of expression as well as of
anything else. There are certain words,
or phra es, which once heard we always

trace back to some one place in some
immortal poem, and there the matter
ends,-we seem to have reached a begi nning. In the Commemoration Ode,
Lowell him self uses the phrase "a shepherd of mankind." A reader of Homer
will know at once what was in the poet's
mind, the poimenes laon of the Greek
poet. If I were to use the word "multitudinous,'' ninety-nine of the hundred
readers of Shakespeare would know
Macbeth's words were in my mind. If
I were to say "the words of my mouth,"
every one would know what I had been
reading.
C.

37· The circumstanc referred to occurred at the siege of Leyden in the
Fall of r 57 4· The inundations of Hol land always occur when a prolonged
storm from the west 1 iles up the wat r.
of the tlantic in th e North ca. u h
a storm occurred at the time referred to.
A few clays after the siege was raised,
the wind shifted, and there wa ·a tempest blowing from the east. The wat rs
of the ea were driven out, and the land
became dry.
e Motley, Ri se of th
Dutch Republic, Part 4, hap. 2. C.
39· Rays of light are polarized when
the ther vibrations on tituting th ray
are limited to a single plane, plane 1 olarized light;or to a single form of movement ircular or ellipti al, ir ular polarization and elliptical polarization.
if.
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QUERJE ..

72 . Find the value of x andy in th e following
equations:
xLf y (xy- 1) o
ya-x (xy 1 I) o
'.:\1.] .
73 . A tree 300 feet h1gh break , the top trik
in a tub 16o ft:et high. The part hr ken off
produced will m et the ground 200 feet fr m the
ba e f the tump. \\'hat i the length of the
part br ken off ?
. B.
74.
:peculator loaned 640 in the ·tate of
e ada for 96 day , 1200 in Kan as for nine

months and 27 clays and 2 00 in Orq~nn for 5
month and 12 days. The rate ~ 1 er annum in
<Jrcgon for which he received int ·rest wa 10(~.
If 75% of the rat· per annum allowed him in ·e·
varia w~ · equal to 6 z l% of the rate p ·r ce nt.
per annum allowed in I' an:a. ; and 66~) jf ,,f the
rate perc •nt. p ·r a•'num Ill Kan ·as was ·qual to
6o per cent of that of Oregon; how much va.
the total r ·cciv •d forint ·rest on th • sum: loaned
in the three ·t.ltc.?
'. T.

( :x. 32 !'age
Arithmetic )

2

6, S. cldl 'r':

'ounting I l ou
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ANSWERS.

66.

59-So+

282.85 = $342 -35, amount

of

liquor.
342·35-$81 = 261.35, amount of liquor sold.
293.55- 261.35 = 32 20, gain.
32 20 + $58 = 90.20, amount cleared by agent.
$go 20-$69 = 21 .20, amount agent owes town.
59·So + Ss8 = 117.50, amount paid to agent by
town.
$117-50- 81 = 36.5o, loss of town.
But in case the agent pays the town the $21.20
due it, the loss will be $36-so- $2I.20= $I5-30.
G. T. Cass.
PROGRAMMES.

44·
Continued Fractions,
Exs. 1- 16, inclusive,
45·

July

2.

T. G. Rodgers
Pages 369 75

July 16.

ReJuction of a Quadratic Surd to a Continued
Fraction,
J. C. McGhee
Exs. 10, 12, 13, 16, 19, 22, 24, 28, 30 and 36,
Pages 375-87.
46.
July 30.
Continued Fractions,
D. D. Feldman
Exs. 1-10, inclusive,
Pages 515-3r.
NoTE.--The Association thinks of securing
Todhunter's Geometry for the next year's work,
and also of purchasing books for a library. But
it would like very much to have the sentiment of
the absent members who would be interested in
the work. Any one wishing to suggest a text book for the next year or any particular book for
the library, please write to L. M. Troup, Corresponding Secretary, and the suggestions will be
considered at the next regular meeting of the Association.
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Vacation.
Now that the schools have closed,
thousands of teachers are forming their
plans for the vacation that is on their
hands to be disposed of. ·what dispo.sition shall be made of it? f course,
the first consideration is rest. If the
teacher has been faithful in his work, he
needs rest, and is entitled to it. Indeed,
must have re t, if he is to hold his position in the ranks ; much more, if he
is to command a better position. As
well might it be expected, that to-morrow's work shall be well done, if the
wear and tear of to -day i not repaired
in sleep. But we are coming to und rstand, that real, healthful leep is something very mu h more than impl a
proces of patching and darning.
ot
only doe it ' knit up the raveled leave
of care,' it carrie on to the end in an
uncon ciou
or a su be n ciou , ' ay
the most vital work uf the' aking hour .
Pre i ely o houl the vacation be . pent
by the teacher. If he ha foun hi

work hard in the school-room, nine
times in ten the hardness has come from
his occupying a position which he was
not fitted for ; and in simple justice to
himself, he should fit him elf honestly
for his position, or expect nothing from
"the blessed gods or mortal men., If
the best thing for him to do is to go into the wilderness for forty days and
forty nights, let him go into a real wilderness, and not into the metaphorical
one which we popularly call society.
No doubt, it becomes necessary once
in a while to get away entirely from
one's work, but in the great majority of
cases what is ncede 1 is to get more intimately into it· and usually the only
change needed i a hange of environment, without an change in the atmosphcre. It i matter for ery erious
doubt -v hether the t acher ha been
breathing a truly intellectual atmo phere
if he find it nece ary t get into ne
that i le intellectual. Hi health his
finance , or other nece itie may, in-
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deed, make it impossible for him to keep
up a very inti mate connection between
his vacation work and his regular work,
but the connection cannot be absolutely severed without serious loss to the
latter. And there are many things which
he may do for himself, no matter what
his situation may be, to ke ep up the connection. If there is some particular
part of his work which has given him
trouble, he might get some new book on
the subject and work it through alone.
If there is a teacher who has never read
the book, let him read either Whitney's
or one of Dr. Morris's little works on
grammar. If he needs nothing in that
line, let him do something with the botany or geology of his neighborhood, using some good book like Wood or Gray;
or let him read Dr. Geikie's little book
of sketches or Dr. Hutchins on's on how
mountains and hills are form ed . If he
does not care for any of these, let him
reacl some piece of real literature, some
good prose translation of the Iliad ; or
Gilbert's or Genung's translation of the
Book of Job; or some volume of Ruskin, the esame and Lilies or the rown
of Wild lives. Whatever he reads, let
it be something that is genuine, none of
the namby-pamby things fixed up for
Summer Resorts. There is such an
abundance of matter of this kind, that
the teacher ' ho knows nothing of what
it is ought to feel that he i not so far
away from the ancestral anthropoi as
good bree ing might demand.
If the financial, or other, nece ities
will permit it, there i truly no excuse
now for the teacher's not g ing to orne
r al school and doing real work in his
line, which will prove not only a rest
and re reation, but a po itive h lp and
in piration in all hi work. There ar
s many ummer ch ol n w, in whi h

every conceivable subject is taught, that
every one may find just what he needs
to supplement his present acquirements
and strengthen any weaknesses that may
have been discovered in the real work
of the school-room. It mu t be confess ed, that some of these schools seem
to have been organized for th constitutional weaklings of the 1 rofession, but
there are many other that are real, and
to which one may go ancl not feel that
he has dropped into an asylum r anatarium. There may be none just equal
to that historic one held in the barn on
Penikese, which Dr. Jordan an 1 \Vhi ttier have celebrated in eulogy and song,
but there are still honest teachers, and
capable ones, tu whom the young teacher may commit his interests with perf ct
confidence.
The Rights of Children.

An· article appears in a re ent number of Tlte Arena on the Ri ghts of hildren, which, th ugh addressed t paren ls
rather than school tea hers, ontains
much that is pure gohl for our profession. In our anxiety to tea h fa ts,so much grammar, so mu h arithmeti ,
so much geog raphy, to so ram the
minds entrusted t our ruidan e with
information of one sort or another, that
such or such per cent. may be rca heel
on examinati n day - we arc pretty apt
to forget and entirely lose sight f our
n blest and be ·t privile res, and hi rhcst
duties. The th ughtful tea her, wh
really wishes t do permanent rood,
will be bencfttcd and inspired by the
following e tra t whi hI make from the
paper referred to. It · author i l e\'.
M. J. .'a are of Bo!')ton.
"The hill ha · a right to l c cclu a ed into a fitncs: for self-. upport · ancl
thi is a right the imp rtan e of whi ·h

1-JO
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is growing constantLy with the spread
over the earth of democracy, and with
the social and industrial ideals which we
belie.ve in and cherish in this country.
This is the prime end, in my judgment,
of education. Teach the child, boy or
girl, that he or she has come into a
world that is not rich, but that is comparatively poor; a world where he has
no right to take away from the store of
accumulated wealth without adding at
least as much, by his own effort, in its
place. In other words, the first quality
of manhood or womanhood, in my judgment, is this. It is the basis of all honesty in dealing with mankind. Each
child should insist, as it goes through
the world, on being of as much use to
the world as the world is to it, so far as
possible. It is not a matter of prime
importance as concerns poor children
alone. I do not need to insist on this
side of the subject in dealing with poor
children, because they must do it, whether they will or not. But I think it is of
prime importance that fathers and mothers whose children do not "need" to do
it, as they say, should learn the lesson,
and teach it to their children. Thousands of young men are every year
spoiled for the highest ideals of manhood 1i:lerely because they can say,
'Father's got enough, and it does not
make any difference what I do.' That
canker eats into and eat out the es ence
of all manhood, until these men not only take out of the world' store of accumulated wealth, but they become examples of all that i d isinte rating and dish noring in ·ocial, industrial and political life.
o matter how you d it
but teach your hild, as a matter of the
areatest importance, that it i her bu ine or his bu ine to look upon the
thing of thi world, its accumulated r -

suits, as an inheritance, not earned, nor
theirs of right, but something intrusted
to them, and whic.h it is their business
to transmit to the next generation, not
only unimpaired, but, if possible, augmented, and so made the means of still
mightier good in the years to be.
When you have taught your child selfsupport, when you have taught it the
principles of right and wrong, the ideals
of a noble life, then you may enter, if
you will, the other field, which sometimes is regarded as being the principal
thing in the matter of education. Teach
these things first that I have pointed out,
-self-support, the main lines of right
and wrong as they run through this
world; and then for the joy of the child,
for the enrichment of the child's life,
put into that child's hand, if you can,
the keys by which to unlock all the
world's storerooms of inherited wisdom
and achievement. Make the child able
to enter into the world's literature. Make
the child able to understand the world's
achievements in poetry. Make the child
able to at least catch something of the
meaning of the wonders of the world's
music. Teach the child at least the rudiments of the language of the world's
art, so that he may walk the picture
galleries of earth, and have the masterpieces of the ages speak to the imagination, heart, and soul; that he may walk
the sculpture galleries of the world, and
commune with Phidia , with Michael
Angelo; may be able, at least to gain
a glimp e of the magnificent isions of
heauty that dominated these great live .
Teach your child, after he has learned
the principles of ri aht an wrong after
he ha learned how to enter into life
great inheritan e, to find here in pirati n, loyalty, an re pect for the po ibilities of mankind.
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But there is one thing more. Too
many educated men and women wander
selfishly, aimlessly, through these fields
of the world's past achievement, and
become dilettanti, admirers only of that
which is great. I was very glad to learn
the other day of a lecture which had
been given in Camlrridge by Professor
Charles Eliot Norton. I suppose there
is no man in America more highly, truly,
and delicately cultured than is he. He
is the one man fitted to be merely dilettante, if he chose, with every faculty
and taste keenly alive to everything that
is beautiful and fine in the literature,art,
and architecture of the world. I was
glad, I say, to find that, in addressing
the students of Cambridge, he pitched
his key-note to something magnificently
high, something grand, when he told the
students that the one thing that Harvard
University ought to exist for, the one
thing that they ought to place before
them as the grand ideal of their lives,
was a noble citizenship in this republic,
-manliness, which means service of
onc's fellows. He told them-what I
wish could be echoed in the ears of all
the young men of America until th ey
could never forget it-that as yet even
this republic i but an experiment, but
that it carries with it the la ·t and high est trust and hopes of the ra e in th e
way of liberty, in the way of industrial
civilization, in the way of a free and indepen ent manhood, so that the highest
outcome of the edu ation of every young
man or young woman ugh t to be to
teach them to appreciate the value of
thi grand heritage that has come to us
here in this country· that they should
feel that the one thing that the kn wle ge of reek or Latin, or erman r
rench of literature,of p etry f mu sic, of culpture f painting f hi tory,
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of architecture, of anything, - or a knowledge of all these things, - the one thing
they ought to culminate in is simply a
self-poised man. He knows that these
things are to minister to one's manhood,
and that with his manhood he is to minister to his country. He knows that this
ministry to his country is only the indirect service which he as a man is to
render to mankind."
The Great National Conventions.

There are many valuable lessons to be
learned by the teacher in observing the
work and management of a nation al
convention. The 1 er onnel of such a
gathering is worthy of study. From
the most prominent men in the
ation
to the clapper little camp-follower who
is a "hanger on" to the coat-tails of
some eminent politician, every one has
a personality which he hopes to project
into the campaign. Every one thinks
he knows just what must be don e and
how it must be done, in order to save
the party from ruin. 1 he wise old p litician who has participated in so many
battles, wrinkles hi s brow ancl slat in
a positive way the exact situation and
tell just how it has always been and will
be again. His wisd m mu ·t be in orporated in the platf rm, hen e he i. onsuited by the ommittee and is the p w er behind the thr n in th f rmulati n
of "p rincipl es." The Republi an
nvention' hi h ha just met at 1inn apolis was in many r p cts a remarkabl
one.
The "Plumed Knight,' Jam . (~.
Blaine, the ideal J epubli an .'t tes an,
the pride and b a. t f hi .
represente l b a large
lar" poli ti ians, and th rs who pla ed
devotion to man ahead f availability.
They l vc 1 their man believed in him,
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and called it political sacrilege not to
support him. They felt that he is growing .old and with him it was "now or
never". But the rank and file of the
convention were not given to sentimentalities, and while they did not love
Blaine the less, they loved success the
more, and believing that the chances
of success were greater with Harrison
at the head of the ticket than with Blaine,
they supported Harrison and made him
the nominee.
Thus is J as. G. Blaine relegated to
the company of Clay and Webster, and
in the annals of our country his fame
will rank with theirs.
Whether or not the convention did a
wise thing remains to be seen. President Harrison has shown himself not
only a capable and fearless executive,
but an astute politician. ·w hile he has
managed th~ affairs of State with great
skill, he has not neglected to look after
the partisan political "wires."
The great Democratic Convention
which met at Chicago, in many respects
resembleci the Republican gathering at
Minneapolis. The great leaders were
present, and the principal work as usual
was done before the full organization
was completed. In fact, as at Minneapolis, the convention proper simply
gave the official sanction to the work
that had been done by the committees
and in caucus. The nominee, Grover
Cleveland, was no d ubt a wise choice
for
emocracy. The rna ses of the
party desired his nomination. Hi r cord i g od and like Harrison he will
point to what he has done and ay,
' \ ho can do better?' The campaign
will no doubt be hotly contested, and
the tariff ' ill be the main i ue.
The Republician platform affirm ad herence to the doctrine of Pr tection

and the Democratic platform declares
in favor of Tariff for revenue only.
The position of each is well defined
and for once it is believed the case
will be tried on its merits.
The people are to ·be congratulated
on the fact that this year the platforms
of the two great parties are not made to
conceal the principles but to express
them in a concise and forcible way.
There need be no quibblings or personalities enter into the canvass. Let it be
an intelligent, honorable, and manly
contest and no matter who shall be elected the country will be the better and
wiser for having had the campaign.
The Crescent.

The following are the officers for the
summer term: Pres., A. H. Kreiling;
Vice Pres., M. X. Geske; Rec. Sec.,
Jennie Fulton; Treas., E. Harraman;
Cor. Sec., Martha Fulton; Critics, P.
H. Moroney and Minnie Davis; Choristers, Sophene Johnson and R. E.
Campbell; Marshals,]. P. Frantzen and
J. B. Dandridge; Executive Com., Lottie Hohn, H. Ruring and M. X. Geske.
C. M. Eby, of assopolis, Mich., is
candidate for Judge of Probate. He is
a good man for the place and his
chance of being elected is favorable.
Minnie Wirt reports that she has a
pleasant time teaching music in the
Normal, at Chillicothe, Mo., and that
she will spend her vacation at home, and
be with us during commencement.
Charlie Holt, of the popular "H
Trio," is visiting at his home in ew
Hampshire. His chool year at Ann
Arbor has been crowned with success.
He ha not only won honor· as an orator being the orator of his cla , but he
is one of the be tin athletic . He will
continue hi tudie at Ann Arbor next
year and pend the umrner of '93 at
Valpo. Mr. Howe i al his home in
outhern Ill., and Mr. Harmon i again
in our mid t.
fany miles separate the
member of the Trio 11 now but we hope
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that sometime in the future they may
be brought together again and that we
may be permitted to listen to another
of their very interesting entertainments.
Eugene Peavler, one of the best of
the law graduates of this year, in partnership with \.Villiam Hughes has hung
out a shingle at Whiting, Ind. Success
is theirs, as a stronger firm could not
have been formed from the class of this
year.
We have lost one of our valuable
members, as C. G. Hankey has been
called home. \Ve hope to have him with
us again next year.
A number of Crescents, having taught
successful terms of school, have returned to Valpo, to spend their vacation.
Among these are E. H. Stroeter and
Joseph Conroy.
The friendship of the Stars has been
extended to us again, as they gave their
program on Friday evening, granting
us Saturday evening, June 18. On this
evening, although cloudy and damp,
Old Chapel was brilliantly lighted by the
radient countenances of the Crescents
intermingled with those of their visitors
who came to help enjoy the annual festival. All seemed to enjoy the music
by the city band;the bananas, ice cream,
strawberries, and other delicious eatables. Considering the weather the affair was very successful.
J. C. M.
The Star.

/

Miss Verta \Varfield has spent several weeks at her home at Sandoval, Ill.,
since the close of her school in this
county, and is again in school, with the
intention of remaining next year.
G. G. Feldman, graduate of the Law
class of this year, is spending hi vacacation in the interest of a Chicago
School Supply Co. He intends taking
the Post-graduate Course in Law at nn
rbor next year.
Miss Vesta lea er closed a sue essful and pleasant term of school at \Vhiting, Ind., June 24. he bas been elected to a po ition in the ne\ Ward chool
f thi city, for the ensuing year.

Quite a number of old students visited us during convention week, the fol lowing Stars being among the number:-T. M. C. Hembroff, Scientific and Classic of '8g and 'go; F. P. Manly, Scientific of '8g, E. E. Hipsher, of the Music class of 'go, and Misses Ella Baker
and Cora Lingle, of the Music class of
'gr.
Among the old students in school this
term we notice the following old Stars:
-A. E. Baker, Scientific of 'g I, Fred
Stroup, Scientific of 'go, F. P. Young,
Scientific and Classic of '8g and 'go, N.
C. Stott, Scientific and Classic of '8g
and '9o, E. N. Worth, Scientific of 'go,
\.V. A. Hill, Scientific of '89, Harvey
Waite, of 'gt, Addie Clark, cie nti!ic of
'gt, Mary Wertman, of the Music Class
of '8g, Maxwell Adams, Classic of '91.
At the last regular meeting of last
term the following officers were elected
for the Summer term: J=>res., L. M.
Troup; Vice Pres., H. A. Miller; Rec.
Sec., Belle Hogan; Cor. Sec., Lizzie
Baker; Treas., Frank McNulty ; 1st
Critic, John McCulloch; 2nd Critic,
Grace Freeman; 1st Editor, H. H.
Stanbury; 2nd Editor, Ve ta Meader ;
Commissioners, A. D. Blake, J. E.
Lung, and B. B. Riggs; Vocal Chorister, Vertie McAlister; Ins't.
hor., J.
L. Hayward; ISt Marshal, . H. Johnso n ; 2nd Marshal, Rosa Brown.
M. ·. L.

WIIAT TilEY ARE D I G.
G. M. Voris is spending the summer
at Petoskey, Mich.
ylvester Thompson is still doing
good work in the school of Winslow,
In liana.
D. P. Repass is doing good work as
ounty uperintenclent of sch ols in
Audubon County, Ia.
Ira J. Bradley has been en Taged as
principal of the B yden, Iowa, ity
school for the or.:1ing year.
liss 1ollie Beattie has finished a
sue es ful year'-; w rk at 'ik ton, I . ,
an returned t her home in ' mmer e,

o.
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VY'. W. Palmer will hold a Summer
Normal in Van \Vert, Iowa, beginning
August first. He is a very popular teacher.
JohnS. \Velch recently finished his
year's work in the public school of
Morris, Minn., and will probably remain in the same place another year.
D. \V. Whipple has, for several years,
been the popular principal of the Oro
Fino, California school. Charles Hinshey who was here in '85, I believe, is
also located in California.
C. J. Hutchison has been retained another year in the schools of Brazil, Indiana., at an increased salary. I always
like to get such reports as this. "Have
been retained at an increased salary"
speak volumes.
The eli rectors of the Cabool College,
Mo., have re-engaged E. McCulley as
president of the college. In a circular
letter they express themselves as being
more than 1leased with his efficient
work, and with what he has done for
the college.
I received a very pleasant call from
J. vV. Walker, the courteou and able
representative of the American Book
Co. Mr. vValker was in school in '76,
'77, and '78. He has an excellent position and i doing well.

getic, rising young man who make:; his
influence felt wherever he works.
vV. E. Harmon has been re-employed as superintendent of the Bozeman,
Mont., schools at a salary of $ r, 8oo. oo,
-an increase of $z oo. oo over last year.
Mr. Harmon is becoming one of the
foremost teachers of his state.
Clarence E. Hatchett who graduated
from the Law department this year, in
renewing his subscription for THE STuDE. T laughingly promised to send the
money when he should win his li rst case.
Mr. Hatchett's first case turned out to
be one of some importance, in Quincy,
Ill., and he won it.
One of Tulare, California, papers in a
column article on the Tulare City
schools, gives H. C. Faber, of '8o, the
following complimentary notice:
When Prof. Faber began his principalship he
stated to a register repre;;entativc that it would
be his purpose to bring the school and its patrons
nearer together. How admirably he has succeed
ed need not be told by us. During the tw1) years
he has been in charge of the school, he has won
the esteem and the confidence of the parents and
pupils to a degree not often attained.

E. F.
to

THE

'Riordan writes a short note
TUDE T as follows:

I closed my term of sclwol on May zoth to the
entire sati faction of my tru tees, and before [left
1hey reque:;ted me to leach for them another year,
but I have moved we tward to look for omething
better. I am spending my vacation handlin~
Colorado and rizona fruit for a firm in this city.
(Tucson, Arizona.) I have been offered a po i tiun a· reporter for one of the daily papers here,
so that I can develop either brain or muscle, as I
may choo. e, during vacation.

A. E. Compton's name appears on
the Democratic ticket of J a per Co.,
111., for the position of County urveyor. Inasmuch as the county goes fr m
soo to 700 Democratic, and a Mr.
Jo eph Conroy did su h good work
Compton is well kn ·wn and popular in in the chool of Lake Co., la t year that
that county he will undoubtedly be its he ha be n elected a i tant prin ipal
next survey r.
of the Hobart chool at the alary of
very hand ome 1 rogram announce ,. 75· oo a month.
\ ith P.
. . ri ty a prin ipal and
the lo ing exerci es of the Hammond
Indiana, High
hool, which f r year · 1r. onroy a a i tant efficient work
ha been under the effi ient upen·i i n will ertainly be done the oming year.
elman i a
f W. . ] elman. Mr.
Elmer \Yatt , ' ho ha been teaching
ri inrr tea h r aml one of m mo. t al - for
me time in re n ha been reued ontributors.
ntly 1 ted principal of the elone
~. 1. Barber in a v r kind letter
hool at a alary f 5· oo per m nth.
mplimentary letter he
inform me f hi pr motion to the po- In a kin l and
ition of manacrer of the fir tdepartment a that he like the \\ e · t well and
f book-ke pin in the Pa kard
' that he think it the place for tht wideYork, ollege.
Ir. Barber i an ener- awake and energetic teach r.
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I was glad to see Mr. 0. K. Wheelock
who made me a pleasant call during the
month. He is traveling for a Bedford,
Ohio, Chair Co. He is greatly interested in his business, and is growing
more and more successful every year.
Mr. Wheelock furnishes the following
information concerning some of our old
students:
H. C. Sanford, surveying class of '90, is engaged in tl~e construction of th e great tunnel th:1 t
the lhltimnre and Ohio Railroad Co. is cons tru ct
in!,{ under the city of Baltimore.
Mr. Sanford is thus assisting in th e cono:;truction of what will be one of the most notable engineering feats of this age.
A. B. Frost, Scientific of '90, will be the next
county surveyor of Jay County, Indiana.
II. L. Smith has a splendid position with the
coun1y surveyor of Cuyahoga Co., Ohio, and is
located in Cleveland.
F. J. Heller is practicing law in Columbia City,
Indiana.
L. C. I .ibby is prospering finely with his sc hool
at Carthage, Texas.
Lena Wheelock is teaching in the Bedford lli gh
School, and lives with her parents.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES.
The July MoNIST is an unusually valuable number of the high -class quarterly.
There is a very clearly stated article on
the Unitary \ orld- view, by Prof.
llaeckel; an in tructive article on Magic Squ:.ues, by Prof. Schubert; one on
the Law of .1ind, by Chas. A. Peirce, a
son of Prof. Peirce of Harvard. There
are the customary reviews and notices.
The editor, Dr. Carus, contributes two
or three most instructive papers. This
quarterly deserves to be sustained as
one of the most creditable publications
of the country.
The American Book Co. have recently issued a Laboratory Manual of Chemistry by Armstrong and orton. It is
one of the best books on this subject
that has come under our notice. It is
brief, comprehensive and lucid. It leads
the learner experimentally tep by tep
from the irnplest hemical phenomena
along the lines of fundamental prin iples to a clear under tanding of the subject. The authors have so carefully
and sy tematically arranged the experiments and given such clear explanations
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that a student could almost get on without an instructor. Such a book has
been needed for a longtime. It make s
it necessary and interesting for the pupil to think for himself. The arrangement for notes on blank pages opposite
the experiment is an excellent feature.
.A~indergartens- Manual Trainingfnd!tslrial Scllools, is the title of a stimulating article on present educational
problems, contributed to THb P oPU L AR
ScrENCL~ MONTHLY for July, by Mrs. H.
M. Plunkett. It should be read by every
teach er. Other fine articles are New
and Variable Stars, and some interesting considerations on Tlu Waste and
Gain of t/ze Dry Land.

There are perhaps few readers but
woulct find something of interest in
the CosMOPOLITAN for June. Its table
of contents is the most varied of any
journal that comes to our table. The
introductory chapter of a series of papers on E volution and Christianity by
St. George Mivart is too discursive to
be of great interest in itself but awakens
interest in what is to follow.
Tlte
Aeroplane by that authority in aerial nav igation, Hiram S. Maxim, effe tually
explodes many groundless the ries and
hopes entertained on thi s subje .t. Oth er capital papers are Tlte J(n.on A-lu t ing by E. E. Hale, Our Pur S eal Rookeries by H. \V. Elliott, and Our National P olitical Conventions by Murat
Halstead.
The ATLANTIC Mo TllLY for July ontains an impartial ac onnt of the part
played by Gen. Me lellan in the war
and an able summing u1 of his weak nesses and elements of strength. It is
~etting to be the thing to publi sh articles on Chi ago, and Edward (~. ~1aon's, in this issue, is perhaps as satisfactory as any that have yet appeared.
Theodore Roosevelt contributes a reli able paper on the Politi,·al A stSSI!ll'll l s
in the Coming Campaz:fin and the two
m st valuable arti !es from a lit ·rary
standpoint arc Looking T01l'tlrt! Salamis by \ ill iam ran sto n Lawt n and
Miss ida
cudder's Tlu Prometluus Unbound of 'lulley.

THE EDITOR.
The July issue of THE CALIFORNIAN,
essentially a summer number, contains
16o pages of reading matter and a large
number of striking, and beautifully excuted engravings. Tlze Schools of San
Francisco, by F. H. Hackett, is interesting and contains a very detailed account
of the various schools of that city.
Pompeii is a richly illustrated article
giving an acconnt of the ancient city in
the light of the most recent excavations.
-A very handsome number.
No more useful and generally excellent number of the ARENA has ever been
issued than the one for June. Et/ur
and its Newly Discovered Properties, by
Prof. Dolbear, T!te Rig!zts of C/zildren,
by Rev. M. J . Savage, T!te Democracy
of Darkness, by the able editor, and
The True Basis of Currency, by Miles
H. Dawson are all thoughtful papers
prepared by able men, and well worth
study. Nor must we forget to mention
Rabbi Solomon Schindler's plea for
more male teachers in the public schools.
In this age and country it may sound in
bad taste and ungallant enough to say
that the preponderance of female teachers in our public schools is a flaw in the
system, but the Rabbi's points are well
taken and it would be difficult to refute
his arguments.
The July VERLA D MONTHLY comes
to us in a new and attractive midsummer cover, and is an excellent number
both in fresh and entertaining subjectmatter and variety and beauty of its illustrations. It is a very delightful issue,
and furnishes most seasonable entertainment.
THE SCHOOL lASTER I LITERATURE
is the title of an unique book recently
issued by the American Book Co. It
must be confessed that the place of the
schoolmaster in the English literature
of the past is not an enviable one yet
the researches of the scholarly editor of
THE ScHOOLMA TER IN LITERATURE
shows that the teacher is not always an
object of deri ion. The book is made
up of many, yet not too many extracts
from writer in various age ,on tea her
and teaching.
o teacher can read it
without being en ouraged and a i ted
in his work. Edward Eggle ton fur-

nishes the introduction, but we are proud
to say that the editor, whose scholarship and refined taste is shown in every
extract the book contains, is one of
Valparaiso's sons.
The July WIDE AwAKE contains a
stirring Revolutionary story by Adelaide Cilley ·w aldron, the chief incident
of which furnishes the frontispiece for
the number. It is called Jock's Journey,
and is full of dramatic action. The
Flag on Top is a novel and humorous
Fourth of July story, with California
surroundings by G. Adams; Edith Robinson's quaint Marblehead story, Betty
Martin's G!tostly Grandfather is delightful in motive and denouement. Charlotte M. Vaile has a Denver Fourth of
July story, Benny and the Major which
young and old will alike enjoy, and still
another brief story celebrates the Fourth,
Grace Stuart Reid's A Grasshopper's
Fireworks.
Harriet C. W. Stanton
contributes another of her delightful
literary-descriptive articles, Sir P!tilip
Sidney and Ius Oak, illustrated from
Penshurst photographs, and Lieut. -Col.
Thorndike has a sketch of adventure,
In t!te C/zanging Monsoons. The number is an excellent summer issue, readable in every page.
In going over the July magazines, all
western readers will turn at once to
Franklin H. Head's article on 7/te
Heart of C/zicago, in the current NEw
E GLA D MAGAZINE. It shows the metropolitan characteristics of Chicago as
they have not been shown before; and
its contemporaneity is the best record
of the city's progress. It is finely iUustrated by J. 0. H. Hatfield, harles H.
·woodbury, and others. Another valuable article is that of Prof. Elihu Thompson who outlines the po ibilities of
electricity in domestic and commercial
life. He is of the opinion that before
long electricity wiU solve the domestic
servant que tion, rapid tran it, and completely revolutioni ze our manufacture
and ocial economy. Pro per Bender
contribute an intere ting paper on Tlu
F rtnc!t Canadians in Vew Ell crfand,
sho' ing how th ey are invading the
country. The nun1b _r i a good on ,
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Prof. \Villiam J. Hussey has accepted
the chair of A tronomy of the Leland
Stanford Jr. University, and is much
plea:ecl with his new work.
In consequence of his removal from
Ann Arbor the extra labor thus entailed,
he ha been unable to prepare the stronumi al otes for July, but his articles will appear again in our August
issue and regularly thereafter. They
are be oming a very popular feature of
our j urnal and are eagerly lo~ked for
by th u and of reader

Dear Reader, if you are not already a
subsc riber to our jou rn al you are cordiall y invited to tho roughly examine
this number and see whether THE STUDENT isn't about what you want. It
speaks for itself, and is gaining in popularity more rapidly than any journal
of its ki nd, pub lished in the \Vest.

*

*

If you are willing* to increase the cir-

culation of THE STUDENT and are unab le to represent it yourself in your institute, you can place us under great
ob ligation by sending us on a postal
card, the name of some live teacher who
would be likely to wish to do so.
ur
terms to agents are very liberal.

*

*

*

*·

M. C. Kelly will* conduct the usual
annual excu rsion to Niagara Falls, leaving Valparaiso Mon lay morning, Aug.
rs, and reaching the Falls Tuesday,
morning. Arrangements can be made
for excursionists to remain as long as
they choose at the Falls and return on
any regular train via. the Ni kel I late
Road . The fare for the round trip will
be very low, $7, and every thing that
experience can suggest will be done for
the comfort of those desiring to go. It
will be a rare chance to visit iagara.

*
Hobart and Kennedy's
ouvenirs of
College Hill are now ready for clelivery.
'They are very beautiful, and will prove
very intere ting to those who contemplate coming here, as well as to stu lents
who have b en h re.
* * *
H

L

DE,

* * *

'an be found at
ermillion 0., and
those who wish to attend the
amp
Meetings at that place during July and
Augu. t an procure excursion ti kets
via the ickel Plate from June 21st to
ugust 33rd at spe ial rates.

*

* ER:\IIJ.LHL', ) .
cc; AT
Ex ur ion ti ket · on sale via the
ickelPlatefrom June 21 tt .\ugu . t
2 rd at very I w rat
. Ti kets good
r turning until 1 ugu t 36th.

tudents in chool who are regular
ub eribers to THE TUDEX1. will, hereafter, get their journals on publi ation
day at our office. Thi will sa e many
exatiou delay

*

A:\IP MEETL

*

*

MAY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
respectively. If they leave Chicago togethREADING.
er on January I, at noon, when will they
"1 wandered lonely as a cloud,
again leave together?
That floats on high o'er vales and hills,
Whet; all at once I saw a crowd,
3· Explain how to reduce a mixed number to an
A host of golden daffodils;
improper fraction, and show the reason for
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
each step.
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze."
4· What number must be taken from 27 \t so that
- 11/tJrdswort!t.
the remainder may COntain St an ('XaCt num ·
1. Why is it a fundamental requsite of expresber of times?
sion, that attention to and admiration of natBought 20 lhs. opium at
per oz., Avoirure be cultivated?
10
dupois, and sold it at 6oc per oz., Troy.
2. How is the above extract fitted to excite these
Find gain or loss.
qualities?
10
6. Three-fourths of the selling price of goods is
3· Give five questions showing your method of
20 % less than cost.
Find the gain % at
inciting an unappreciative child to feel the
which the goods are sold.
beauty and get the thought in this selection? 7· A man rides to town and walks hack. He is
20
is gone 3 hrs. and 45 min. He could ride
4 · (a) How is the above extract fitted to cultivate
there and back in 2.Yz hrs . H•>W long would
the imaginative faculty of the mind?
it take him to walk there and back?
(b) Why is it important that this faculty
3 ~X •..(..,+ 4/:r-3J 9t>
should be cultivated?
10 8.
---------=what?
5· Read a selection.
s~-7 t__,_ 2 s :r~+YJ
A~SWERS.
9· What must be the face of a note for 3 months
made on Aug. 18, so that discounted at 7Yz
1. The prime requsite of a good reader is sym% on the day' of making at the bank the
pathy,-particularly sympathy with human proceeds may he $14,315?
ity, but also sympathy with and love for nature in all her forms.
ANSWERS.
2. It is attractively expressed, within the scope
1. A common denominator of two or more frac of the pupil's understanding and experience,
tions is a common multiple of their denomiand breathes the geuuine enthusiasm of the
nators. Also, multiplying bolh term of a
great poet.
fraction by the same number does not change
the value of the fraction.
3- ll ow do you do when you are lonely ? How
did V{ordsworth? What do you know of his 2. Any common multiple of the numbers, 8, 10,
love for flowers and birds? Will you tell me
and 12, will denote the time when they will
all you know of daffodils? Did you ever
all be together again in Chicago, and the L.
think of beautiful flowers as friends, always
C. M. will denote the time when they are to ·
ready to please you, and make your life
get her again for the first time after Jan 1.
pleasant?
L. C. M. of 8, 10, 12 is 120 .
. ·. The will first be together again in Chica4· (a) The imagination ·is the faculty which forms
go in 120 hrs. or 5 da. Jan. I, at noon,+
ideals and images; it is the picture-making
S da.=Jan. 6, at noon.
faculty. The stanza furnishes an excellent
basi f or a mental picture-something to be 3· Any mixed number is equal to the integral
seen by the mind's eye. The poet wanderpart plus the fractional part; and any inteing lonely, with no aim and no fellow inter
gral may be regarded as a fraction whose
ests, a mere clou(l floating far away from the
denominator is unity, and may, therefore,be
earth where human sympathies are; the host
reduced to a fraction having any desired deof golden daffodils "beside the lake beneath
nominator by multiplying both terms by the
th e trees," down low. on the earth, flutterdesired number . Hence, the rule .
ing and dancing,-surely tho e thing make
E x . Reduce 7}8 to an improper fraction.
a picture. The last stanza of the poem should
l. 7 }8=7 + j-8 -==t + ~·
be read in connection with the one quoted.
2. f-=fX = 56 , multiplying both terms of
{b) With out some form of the imaginativn,
fraction by the same number does not alte r
the mind can do no ne\v work,-it must ju t
its value.
go 0n using what it already has.
3 .. ·. 7 ~ = 56 -l- j-8 = 61 , n.

5·

sse

so

1.

2.

ARIT1Il\1ETIC.
(A1rsu,er any eigltt.)
What principle is involved in reducing fractions to a common denominator?
Thret trains on parallel tracks are running between Chicago and 1ilwaukee. They can
make the round trip in , 10, and 12 hour

4·

27~

2~

s~

s..,s

lHs
f.r;2l

--=--= - -= s,
1

t ~ 6 11fl = 1 ~ ~ 0
~§0-+-St _)~ so x l2';r

and 1i~6 remaining.

I !! 0 or 5·
. ·. If 1-,}l be ubtracted from 27~, the remainder will be exactly clivi ible by 5t·
1

S· zo

lb .= 320 oz.

MAY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
320 oz. opium @ c;5c per oz =$176, cost.
I oz. Av.=f-H oz. Troy.
320 oz. Av. = 320X{-H oz. Troy =5H~ 0 oz.
Troy.
5H%o oz.@ 6oc peroz. =$ I75,sellingprice.
$I76-$I75=$J, the loss.
6. 20% less than cost=8o 'fa of cost.
. ·. ~ of S. P.=8o% of cost.
• ·• S. P.=!X 8o%of cost= ro6YJ % of cost.
Io6% - Ioo%::-:6%%, the gain.
7- Ridisg:
1. 2 times distance = 2% hours
" = I}.{
"
2. I time
3 But I time distance riding + I time dist.
walking= 3U hours.
*4· . ·. I time distance walking =3~ hr.I }.( hrs. =2 ~ hours.
Walking:
1. .•• 2 times distance walking =2 X 2~ =
5 hr. 2. . ·. It would take him 5 hours to
walk there and back.
*Rem.-The 4th equation is gotten from the
third by subtracting equals from both its
members.

8.

2. Show construction and use of the clause "that
we should do this" found in the next sentence.
3· Parse ''dedicated'' in the next sentence. What
is the case of "power" in the last sentence?
4· Give construction of ''resting place'' found in
the third sentence .
5· What does the clause "All men are created
equal" modify ?
6. Give case of ••years" in the first line.
1· Give construction of "testing" found in the
second sentence.
8. \\'rite five complex sentences each differing
from all the others in the mode of its construction and explain what constitutes it a
complex sentence.
ANSWERS.
1.

2.

3~X I-f,+4-f"2"-3lti VXH+H-H
---------------= -----------=

3·

v-s"B"a;}h

4.

24

s!9l-HH-

Y"5'*-i'n6

2I7 X 4536

-- -=~ · Ans.

48 X 23436
9· Bank discount of $1 for 93 da. c 7Yz% =
$.019375·
$r.oo-$.019375=$.98o625, pr cecds of $I.
$.980625 proceeds require $I F.
$1
requires - - -- F.
·980625
require . ,J \ 8.,?5 F., or
$14315
14,597·833 +

439

5·

6.

7·

8.
GRA iMAR.
"Fourscore and seven years ago, our fathers
brought forth on this con~inent a new nation,_c?n·
ceived in liberty,and ded1cated to the propo ILion
that all men are created equal. Now we are en ·
gaged in a great civil war, te ~ing whether th~t
nation, or any nation so conce1ved and so dedicated, can long endure. \ e are met on a gre~t
battle field of that war. \Ve have come to ded1·
cate a portion of that field as a final resting-place
for tho e who here gave their lives that that nation
might live. It is altogether fitting and proper
that we should do this. But in a larger en e we
can not dedicate, we can not con cerate, we can
not hallow this ground. The brave men, living
and dead who struggled here, have con ecrated
it far abo~e our power to add or detract. The
world will little note, nor long remember, what
we ay here, but it can never f rget ' hat they
did here. "-Abraham Li1uobz.
1.
ive construction of each of the hvo 'that "
in the clau e ' who here gave their lives that 1 .
that nation might Jive."

The first •·that" is a subordinate conjunction
joining the clause "that nation might live"
to "gave." The second "that" is an adjective, definitive, and belongs to "nation."
"That we should do this" is a substantive
clause used as the subject of "is."
"Dedicated" is a past passive participle with
the construction of an adjective, and belongs
to "nation." "Power" is a noun. the ob·
ject of the preposition "above."
"Resting place" is a noun used as the subject
of the verb understood, belonging to the
subordinate conjunction "a ".
The clau e, "All men are created equal," is a
substantive clause used in apposition with
"proposition."
"Years" is objective without a governing word
expressed, or the object of a preposition un derstood.
"Testing" i · a present active participle with
the con truction of an adjective, and belong
to "war." It might be used in an expand
eel form as a finite verb.
(a) "The man who works_faithful_ly s_ucceeds;"
"who works faithfully"•s an adJective clause,
joined by the relative pronoun "wh . " (b)
"There i much discussion about who wrote
"hake peare ;" "who wn•te ' hake peare"
is a substantive clause, used as the object of
the pre1 osition "a ut." (c) . "Wh ~n we
arrived at the place where our fn..:nds hve we
were well supplied with provision ;" "when
we arrived at the place" i · an adverbial
clau e, joined by the conjunction "when;"
(d) "\ here our friend · ~ive" is an adjective
clau e,joined by the relat1veadverb"where,"
and, of course, modifies "place." (e) '·It
is said that ' i dom is better than gold;"
' wi dom is better" is a sub tantive clau.
u eel as the subject of 'i aid."
The e sentence are aid to be complex,
becau ·e they conta~n dependent clau e .

'tate what you can about a cell as to ize,
hape,and par .

MAY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
2.

3·

4·

5·
6.

7.
8.

1.

2.

3·

4·

5·

Why is the skull made up of several curved 7· Why is the climate of Western Europe differ·
ent from that of Eastern America in similar
bones? Name the bones of the cranium.
latitudes?
What is the difference between an involuntary
muscle and a voluntary muscle? Name one 8. What circumstances tend to make centers of
population in different countries?
of each kind.
ntscuss the red corpuscles of the blood as to 9· Bound Italy and give some of its most imporform, size, origin and function.
tant products.
Why is there a pulse in arteries and none in 10. What forms of government are found in the
countries of South America?
the veins? Discuss fully.
ANSWERS.
What is the function of the skin? How may
the skin be kept in a healthy condition?
1. Torrid zone, Tropic of Cancer 23Yz, degrees N.
Latitude, and Tropic of Capricorn, 23Yz de What is the largest gland in the body, and
grees S. Latitude. N. Temperate, Tropic of
what are its functions?
Cancer and the Arctic circle, the latter 66~
How may a stroke upon the ear by a book or
degrees N. Latitude. N. Frigid, Arctic cir the hand injure that organ?
cle, S. Temperate, Tropic of Capricorn and
ANSWERS.
the Antarctic circle, the latter 66 Yz degrees
Cells are microscopic in size, variable in shape,
S. Latitude.
the typical ones being spherical, and consist 2. Climate, natural barriers, and the preoccuof protoplasm and a nucleus.
pancy of area by other species.
To fit to and protect the brain. Occipital, Pa- 3· a. Westerly. b. Rotation of the earth, and
rietal, Temporal, Ethmoid and Sphenoid.
inertia.
An involuntary muscle is under the control of
4· TheN. W. 3(, of theN. W. 3(, of section 10,
the reflex centers, a voluntary muscle is unTownship 4 north, Range II east.
der the control of the will. All the skeletal
muscles are voluntary, all muscles of the di- 5· Hay, corn, wheat, coal, lumber and building
gestive tract are involuntary.
stone.
Red corpuscles are disk shaped, or biconcave 6. The head waters of the Yukon, the Mackenzie's system draining north into the Arctic,
in form, 3 "5"~ in. in diameter. They probably
the Hudson Bay system, the St. Lawrence
originate ir. the ductless glands, red marrow
system and the Pacific system.
of bones,and in the capillaries. They carry
the blood gases.
7. Eastern America is' washed by cold currents
of water, vVestern Europe by warm currents
Arteries are always completely distended with
blood making their walls tense. The imof both water and air.
pulse of the ventricles in forcing blood into 8. In general terms the natural features, more
them starts a wave along the arterial wall
particularly the products and facilities for
which rapidly passes to their periphery and
trade.
is there broken by the widely extended cap9· a. France, Switzerland, Austro Hungary, the
illary system.
Adriatic and the Mediterranean Seas.
There is no pulse in the veins because they
b. Wheat, corn, cattle, fruit , marble,
are not in position to receive directly the imsulphur, silks,and wines.
pulse of the ventricles and moreover are nev10. Republics and Colonial forms.
er fully distended.

6. To protect the tissues immediately beneath,
to eliminate waste, and to regulate temperature.
7. The liver. It function is to secrete biie and to
produce glycogen.
8. It might rupture the membrana Tympani.

GE GR PIIY.
1.
2.

3·
4·

5·
6.

ame and give the locations of the bounding
lines of the zone .
What cau e limit the di tribution of plants ?
What is the general directi n of oceanic cur rent in the torrid zone? Why?
Describe a forty -acre tract of land in accordance with usual form, making a deed for the
am e.
\ hat are the more prominent of Indiana'
exvort ?
De cribe the drainage systems of Briti hAmerica.

HI. T RY.
(Ans1tJer any seve1l.)

What char~cteristic , if any, of the New England people do you attribute in whole or in
part, to the physical features of their coun
try?
2. What do you con ider to have been the greatest mistakes ever made by our nation in its
attitude toward othercountrie ? Explain.
3· Why hould we teach to pupils the time of an
event? The place of an event?
4· What eem to you the one memorable fact in
the founding and developing of the colony of
Rhode Island? Explain.
5· \Vhat was the " Tational Road, ' and in what
way was it a factor in the politic of the nation?
6. What motive eem to you to have been the
dominating one of each one of the cations,
1.

MAY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
respectively, that established colonies in
America?
7. What historic event of the Revolution is especially suggested by each of the following
names: Burgoyne, Arnold, Allen, Ilenry,
Jefferson? Describe one of the events.
8. What characteristics, if any, of the people of
the Southern States do you attribute chiefly
to the fact that the region is more favorable
to agriculture than to other occupations?
9· Explain the differences that had to be har moni zed before it was possible to make and
adopt the present constitution.
IO- Name the person who, in your estimation, has
been the wisest statesman this country has
produced, and trace his pa~t in some historic
movement.

4f.I

to be in my mind's eye at the time I try to
answer the question. So far as we can make
it out, had it not been for \tVashington, independence would not have been secured;
without 1arshall, the Constitution would
have been ineffective even in theory, and
without Lincoln, in fact. Yet, doubtle s, had
not the country found these particular men,
when its necessities came, it would have
ft)und others who would have served it with
equal loyalty and ability.

1.

2.

3·

DAVID COPPERFIELD.
Describe the school life of David Copperfield.
Characterize Uriah IIeep.
What grade of soc ial life is chiefly pictured by
Dickens in this book? Illustrate what you
mean by references to the text.
Sketch briefly the characters of •·Dora" and
"Agnes," and indicate their parts in the
story.
Describe the Murdstone family.
·w h at seems to you to be the purpose of the
story? Illustrate or justify your statement.

A SWERS.
4·
Their shrewdness and skill in invention. A
community so situated as to be capable of a
diversity of !ndustrial interest is always more 5·
intellectual than one not so favored. New
England is peculiar in this respect. A vast 6.
variety of the raw materials of production,
ANSWERS.
unlimited water power available to work
these up into finished products, and excellent 1. David's first experience as a school-boy was
facilities for transporting these products to
acquired at Salem llouse, a hoa(ding ·school
proper markets, combine to favor the in
kept by a crue l, ignorant man who took fiendtellectual development of its people. The
ish delight in the suffering of th~ miserable,
rugged and diversified scenery has doubtless
half starved children entrusted to his care.
had much to do with the sturdy independence
Here, living in constant dread of a caning,
of its people, and their love of fair play.
abused and mistreaterl in every conceivable
way, it is no wonder that David learned very
2. The Mexican War.
little, indeed,little did the poorly paid teach3· Because time and place are fundamental parts
ers care whether the boys learned anything
of our thought about any event.
or not. One of the most important features
4· Toleration in all matters pertaining to the reof the year spent with Mr. Creakle was the
ligious convictions of its people.
formation of David's friendship for James
5· A graded and macadamized road from CumStearf,Jrth, who played so grave a part in
berland, Md. to Wheeling, Va., with an exafter years.
tension through Ohio. It was built chiefly
\Vhen he next assumes the character of
under Monroe's administration, and served
pupil it is at anterhury under the guidance
'the purposes of the trunk line railways of toof good, old Dr. C::trong: kind and generous
even to a fault, he inspired David with new
day.
ambition and noble motives.
nder the. e
6, The extension, in every case, of their own comfortuitous circumstances he advanced from
mercial and political power.
the lowest form to that most exalted po -ition
7· Burgoyne, his surrender at Saratoga,N. Y-,
"head -boy", when his school days proper
Oct. 17, 1777; Arnold, his treason, in 178o;
were at an end.
Allen, the capture of Ticonderoga, N. Y.,in
riah Ileep-- with the name come a vi ion of
1775; Henry, his speech in the Virginia As- 2.
a tall,lank figure,high shouldered and bony,
sembly, in 1765 ; Jefferson, the writing of
clad in decent black,buttened high. up to the
the Declaration.
throat- A long, skeleton hand strokes the
g_ The simplicity of their intellectual virtues.
chin while a pair of reddi h brown eye , un ·
The outh is great in nothing but law and
protected by either lashes or brows, peer at
war.
me from such a cadaverou. face that an inThe
jealousies
naturally
existing
between
.
voluntary
budder creeps over me_ And a.
9
small states and large one ; between industhe creature writhes and ·mile in exaggerat
trial system of different kinds, slave labor
cd humility I seem to hear his fav rite exand free labor, manufacturing communities
pre ion, "I am o very humhlc,you know-"
and agricultural.
A hypocrite, without an equal, cruel ancl
cunning, worming his way into the contidence
10. 'uch que. tions cannot be answered. George
and live of benefactors only to betray their
Wa hington John .Marshall, Abraham Lintrust, he i certainly, the meane t, most concoln,-according to the mood I happen to be
temptible character in fiction,
jp 1 and the part of our history that happen~

1.
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MAY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

3· The principal characters in David Copperfield
are taken from neither the highest nor the
lowest ranks, but are a sort of respectable
middle class, most of them struggling with
financial troubles. For illustration of this
fact, study the characters of Betsy Trotwood,
Mr. Wickfield, Mr. Micawber, Mr. Murd stone, and Dora's father.
4· A pretty, silly, loving child, shrinking inter ·
ror from all reason and responsibility, this is
Dora, David Copperfield's "child -wife." By
her utter dependence and helplessness, the
strong, manly traits of David's character,
latent up to this time, are brought forth as
they could have been by nothing else, fitting
him for the fuller, higher life of his later
years which were to bt: passed with his good
angel, Agnes. Her very name carries with
it the calm, soothing influence which her
presence always diffused, like the soft light
shining through the stained glass of a church
window. A woman, strong, helpful and
wise, by whose counsel David was guided
from his early boyhood, and to whom, after
the death of Dora, he naturally turned for
that comfort and help which it was her high·
est pleasure to give.
5· The Murdstone family proper, comprised but
two, Mr. Murdstone and his sister Jane. Mr.
Murdstone, in appearance was exceedingly
dignified and stern, with dark hair and keen,
cruel, black eyes ever on the watch for some
wrong·doing of David or his unhappy moth·
er, whose gentle loving spirit rendered her
particularly susceptible to her husband's
tyranny. A selfish, calculating villian, he
won by flattery the heart of David's mother
for the express purpose of gaining possession
of whatever property she might have. Not
content with his own ability to torture her
sensitive nature, he introduced as house keep
er his most worthy sister. Jane Murdstone
looked much like her brother, the same dark
face, piercing eyes and mouth which shut up
like a steel trap. The one adjective which
most accurately ex presses both her appear ·
ance and disposition is-metallic.
he was
in every respect a metallic woman. Two
more cruel,cold,heartless characters it would
be difficult to find.
6. The original purpose of Dickens was undoubt·
edly to write an autobiography, but as he
wrote the plan of a novel unfolded it elf before his mind and with some modifications
and e largement we have the re ult in the
story of David Copperfield. The ' Life of
Dickens" justifies this view of the ca e.
CIENCE OF EDUCATION.
(Anmlt'r any fiv~. )

(These questions are based on the Reading Circle work for the current year.)
1. What do you regard as the true spirit of the
teacher, that is, he should be prompted main
ly by what motives in doing his work?
2. Give three reasons why the teacher of any
grade or subject must be a constant student
in order to do efficient teaching.
3. "As is the teacher so is the school." Show
several important applications of this principle.
4· Suggest some of the things that may he done
for the dullard, that will enable him to make
the most out of his school life.
5· What things may an intelligent teacher do to
hold the attention and interest of the two or
three brightest pupils, usually found in a
school?
6. What is the purpose of supplementary reading
in the grades?
ANSWERS.
1.

By the one motive, to fit his pupils for making
the most out of their lives, as the teacher
himself understands what life is.

2.

If one does not grow, he cannot teach; if he is
notastudent,hecannotgrow. Then, if he is
not a student, he c:tnnot teach.

3· If the teacher is disorderly, he cannot maintain order in his school. If he loves sham
work, his pupils will soon come to do the
same . If he IS a student himself and loves
his work, he will get his pupils to love theirs;
since children always like to go where there
is a good time.
4· There is no one so dull that he does not have
an interest in something. The teacher should
he able to discover what the dull pupil does
take an interest in, and should help him do
good work in that particular thing. This may
lead on to all others.

5. He can give them special work in connection
with the general work of the cia s, and in
this way practically put them into a class of
their own.
6. To get fuller information upon a given sub·
ject, and to give deeper interest in that already obtained.
o complete view of any
subject can be obtained from any single state·
ment of the subject. Even the ame person
would state the matter differently at differ·
ent times and places. There are few subjects of which a complete view can be obtained at one time and one place by one per·
son; and completene of view i the end
that should be aimed a.t by the teacher and
the pupil alike.
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Watches, Jewelry,
Silverware, Clocks,
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'Vouv Pal:rona!;Je SoliGil:ed. if

STUDENTS will find the best place to buy Toilet Articles and everything in Druggist sundry
line at

•

ARTHUR 0. SMITH'S DRUG STORE.
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CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES .

D:Fl..

B. N". :Fl.EN"N"ER,

. · --6®®DE~TIST 7 ~vALPARArso,

...,

INDIANA :

1v.li.:X:.ED

STC>C~.

--CONSISTING O F - -

N ew and Second Hand Books, Stationery, Inks, Pens, T ablets, Blank
Books, Dru gs, Lamps, Notions, etc.
- -A FULL LINE OF STUDENTS' SUPPLIES.- -

Orders for Books and anything kept in our line p romptly filled by

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
105 Colle g e Ave ., Val],at•al8o, Ind.

W. G. WfNJlLE, Staple and i anGy

~FoGeFies,

Fbu Lanaps and Glassware.
DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES AND CANDIES, ALWAYS FRESH.

Just the place to get ~ toothsome lunch put up.
I WANT THE STUDENTS • TRADE ,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

~oots

s. E. Corne r

~Ci~.

S. ~e-~ce-,

and Sho€s ·Boots and Shoes,·

several lines especially
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for good wear and
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style,

TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
J. F. T.JJLCOTT,
NO . 9 EAST MAIN ST.
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W. L. DougiGt8
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NORTH SIDE COIJRT HOU SE.-

! buy and sell for cash.
My goods come direct
from manufacturers. I can offer you a larger
assortment and lower prices than most
shoe stores in towns of this size.
Repairing a specialty.
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~GU ARA
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ADVERTISING .DEPARTMENT.
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W • C. LET:H:EJ{MAN 1 The oldest established and most
reliable drug store in Valparaiso.
DRUG-G-IST
~'"·
MUDGE'S GiililiERY
~GEO. T. MILLER,~
Corn er ItJaln and Wa!Olhlngton

O F VALPARAISO,

is known for miles around, as producing the highest grade of Photographic Art.

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place
where you can get work done to suit.

PROPRIETOR OF

Livery, Boat·il and Sale Slal1les,
LAFAYETTE ST . , OPP. CENTRAL HOUSE,

VALPARAISO, IND.
- GOOD RLGS AT REASUN.,JBLE R..'l TES. --

REASON

BELL .

BELL BROS.,
-GIVE US A TRIAL.-

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLES

IJBDGJ for an A. I. OJe House.

GUO]) JUGS AT REASONABLE RATES.
EAST MAIN ST.,

OPP . T . B . LOUD£RBACK'S SHOP,

VA'LPAJ~ATSO,

40 WEST MAIN ST.

R.OSS

~

IND.

BA.~ISTER.,

CASH Mard.ware pea)ers.
T1 WARE, BUG GIE. AND HAR ESS A SPECIALTY. - Good Goods at L owest Prices, ou r Motto.

--STOVES AND

38 WEST MAIN STREET,

VALPARAISO., INDIANA.

FINNEY & BARTHOLD EW
carry a first class line of
FURNITURE,
I TURE FRAMES,
AN MOULDINGS.

A.11
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Fi••

~--....,•rnitt•r

~
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The Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.

J. W. SIEB, NO. 5 FRANKLIN T.

;71t.~
-

makes the hc. t PIIOTOCRAPIIS and CR. IJ"O.\~
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~
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A.nVERTISING DEPARTMENT.
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
THE GREAT TRUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
points East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that
tickets read via above line, and secure comfort, speed and snfety at lowest rates compatible with

ftn~t

class service •

. B. Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through Lite
G1'ent /nlannlionrrl Tunuel.
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fDady except Sunday.

A.M .

800
]'.![.

u ao
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$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping cars between hlcago and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9, 7: Boston-Trains 4 and 5
Saginaw Vn.llcy-Tl'!l.lns 6 and 5; etrolt-Tralns 6 and !l. Trains 8 and 7 run tllrongh solid between Chicago and
New York via Erie Ry. Meals served en rcutc In splendid New Dining Cars.
For· t.ime tahleR, tlcket,s. and further Information, apply to JAMES McCREE, Agent, Valparaiso.

GEO. B. REEVE,
'l.'raftlc :nuuager.

':'~IIE

f

,V. E. DAVIS,
Gen. Pa~tse nger and Tic k et Agt.

NEW KIMHALI. . . PIANO.

FrolT• a large number of testlmonlllls in our possession, referring to the excellency of tlle Ril\lBALL PIANO. we
take pleasure in quoting [by permission] tlrc names of a few well known musicians of Europe and America, who luwe
use<land recommP.nded tlle KIMBALL PIA ~ o:
FROM ADELINA PATTI, "The Queen of ong."
FROM HARLES KUNKEL. ''The well known Compos·
Chicago, De·. 16, 1 !l.
er· and Pianist''
W. W. KumALL Co., Chicago, Ill.
t. Louis, Mo. ept. 21, 1 91.
Gent! •men :-It gives me gTeat pleasure to testify to the
merits of the xw KIMBALL PtANo. It has a wonderfully W. W. KIMBALL Co., Chicago, Ill.
swe t and sympathetic tone all(l supports the voice In a
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulations. A firm mak·
most saLisfactory manner.
lng a nlnno that place It In the front rank of plano makers
FROM EMIL LIEBL! G. " hlcago's Leading Plan! t." Is to be, Indeed. congratulated. Tou make uch a plano
Chicago, April 1 lth, 1 9.
and I take pleasur In stating that I have alwny found
W. W. KTMBALL Co., City.
Gentlemen : -Your plano has lln excellent touch and the the tone relined, sympathetic and onoron , atlsfylng the
ton Is perfectly satisfactory and In tiles two mo t Import- demands of the mo t fastldlou artist. I will usc your pi·
ant particulars the Kt mAI,L PIANO will compare favora- anos nt my concerts whcrc·so·ever I chnncc to meet them
bly with those of older and well known maket~. I gi\'C it
Again my congratulations.
my fullest Indorsement.
A:J::N'D ALSO
Lilli Lehmnnn,
Minnie TJnuk,
Wesleyan College of ~Juslc, Bloomington, Ill., St. Aloy·
slu chool, hlcago, 111. Our Lady of Angels Seminary,
lg. Del Puente,
Slg. Fl'llnclsco Tamagno,
Lyon • Iowa, l\lnont t. Jo rph Academy, uh nqn , Iowa.
Emil Fl her,
Max .\!vary,
orth •rn·Indlllna ormnl ' chool,Valparnl , o. Ind ., Bloom.
Paul Kall ch
lme. Alban!,
tngton, 'on ervntory of l\lu lc, Bloomington, Ill., Grund
Frellcrlr:k Archer,
Jullu. Perotti
Italian Opem Company, Metropolitan Opcrn Com1any.
Lillian ordlcn,
Slg. Ardltl,
Dost n Ideal pera Company, nnd many other promln nt
Hun Balntka.
P. S. llm re,
arU l . lllu tt'llt d C'atalogue mailed.

W. W. KIMBALL CO.,
Office and Wareroom , KIMBALL BUILD!

, 243-253 Waba b Ave., Chicago.
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NORMAL BOOK STORE,
\1 alparaiso 1 11)dial)a 1
--HAS OPENED I N - -

NE-v? EUIDDING--WITH A N - -

E~L.A..H..G-ED STC>C~,
--CHIEFLY O F - -

~ inc ~ o~n-. g , ~ ook§
f~in~

in

f\?~

in ~ inc ~ indiu~ § , and ever ¥

hunk line § uifahlc for a

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

~~BOOK MAKING,~~/

Rulin~, Printin~,

Binding,

We 11/anufncture a line of TABS, SMALL BLA TKS, STUDENTS' NOTE BOOKS, REl'ORTI G BOOK', GRA lMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in chools.
Jllnnufncturiu.[( Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty. Our
line fur ::,chools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, sec that each hcet
of paper IS water marked "Sunny Side 1ills." In this line we make a JOURNAL, LEOta:R, DAY
BooK and CAsu BooK, 40 pages ea., presshoard cover, listcu at 10 cents each. In leather ancl
marble paper, board binding, I2Yz cts per quire.
' rown cap, heavy paper, I ather hack and mar ·
ble paper ide·, over· reaching covers, digit line ruling, YJ and Yz page Acco unts in Ledgers, and
indexed on edge,167) cent per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, but with lea ther
corners, 25 cents per quire 48 page per quire. Our line of
otes, lJra £ts, Receipts, Check and
other blank have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved form~, giving the ap ·
pearance of lithographic work. These are listed at 5 . 00 per 100 hooks, 36 in abo k. Our Dills
Payable and Receivable, Bill lleau Tahs and Bank Pas · Houks arc the sa me price, 5 ce nl · each,

~.! .

For Banking, we make, C A ' 11 Bo KS, C LLE TIO REGlSTER.",
T ICKLER , DI "COUNT BoOKS, LEDGERS, AND INDIVIDUAL LED~
GER ·.

Al o, SIX-COLUMN JOUR AL ·, LUMB R BOOK ·.

Special

Rulings

of any kind made to order.
B. F. PERRINE, Book· eller and Stationer,
Valparaiso, Ind.
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TH E STUD E NT.

PUBJL~~~ED .

JOHNSTON'S CICERO'S ORATIONS AND LETTERS,

Octavo, 814 pages, extra cloth, with separate text for class room, 327 pages.
It is the most complete school edition ever issued, in fullness of introduction, amount of text
and extenrof notes.
Permit us to call attention to
The very complete life of Cicero and analysis of the Roman Commonwealth.
The selection of Orations-those grouped around the conspiracy of Cataline- thus enabling the
student to become familiar with historical conditions.
The introduction of Cicero's Letters to give variety and acquaint the student with epi~tolary
literature, and with Cicero's Social Life.
The arrangement of notes on same page with text, doing away with useless turning of leaves.
That the text omits disputed readings, !Jeing plain and readable throughout.
That all matter in introduction, notes, vocabulary and indexes is inserted for the benefit of tlte
ttnderKraduat1' student.
The fulllnde,x, by means f which topical and inductive study may be carriecJ on.
The separate text for recitations.
The introduction price is $I .25, prepaid, and a full set of the texts for the class is suppliP.d free
to the teacher when the adoption is made.
A lready Published IN THE INTER-COLLEGIATE LATIN SERIES.
BELLUM HELVETIUM, by Lowe and Butler. $I 00. The ideal beginner's book a<> it prepares directly for the reading of Cresar and saves the student at least three months time in his first
year's work.
LOWE & EWING'S C~ "AR. Notes and special vocabularies on same page with text, and
a separate text for class room. Introduction price $1.25.
IN LATINUM. Professor J. D . S . Riggs. A manual of Latin Prose work based on the first
four books of Cresar. 50 cents.

Sample copies mailed on receipt of introduction price .
.8LBERT, S£) 0TT

~CO.,

Educational PnbUs /t cr.'<,

106 JJ,.abas lt .Avenue, CHIC •.ti GO, ILL.

JUST THINK OF IT!

F~EE!

GIVEN AWAY!

V .A.LUE, $ 1 2 5 . 0 0 .
T HE E NCY CLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with American Additions and Revisions thoroughly Americanizing and Revising thi great wort.. to r89r, including Biographies of noted Living
Persons, by W. H. DePuy, D. D. LL.D . , the widely known Encyclopedia editor. This edition,
with its thorough equipment of NEW MAPS bruught up to llate, makes

'fllE MOS'l ' COMP LE T E

2 ij~

'A"Q!I!W "UA"TQ
VQ'tWIHii!W
ff\lf'S
iW
tW

~

~

_
1

E ~ C Y C LOP E DI A

1.'H E WOHLU H AS E VER SE E:'t.

,Ve luwe dt'l~rmlncllthnt no m!e cun utTer further l"xcu~r for· not ownJug this
J\lonmch of EucyclupeLila ·. \\rit e fur terms uf our wond erful offer.

2 0 ,50 6 P ages! 10,6 4 3 I llustrations! 6 7 1 M aps and P lans! A D igest of t h e L ibraries of the world! COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED . Costing Originally to
Produce over T hree Million Dollars.
HOW TO SE C UR E I T W I THOUT ONE DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS ,

STAR PUBLI BING COMPA Y, 76 Montgomer y St., J ersey City, .N. J.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.
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The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, 1891.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y., L. E. & W.
Ry. Station, Buffalo.
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READ THIS SlDE DOWN.

READ THI

SIDE UP.

Through tickets to all points on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

T ea,cb..ers

~a,:n.ted!

If you are preparing yourself, or have prepareJ yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
want a position in September next. W<! shall be pleased to assist you, if you will let us hear from
you. 'liVe refer with pleasure to over 40 former graduates and students of the Northern Indiana
Normal, whom we have located in the last two years. We have a large patronage, all through the
West and South, among the best village and city schools,Normals, Academies, Colleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, de. Address,

C. J. ALBERT, Manager. The School und College Bureau, ELMHURST, ILL.

Do yortJ want to make the best use of your time ~
Do you want a live and practical book on teachint tt
Do you want some j'resh exercises 9
IF SO, WE CAN HELP YOU.

WELCH'S "How TO TUDY",
I.Oo
A book for self-improvement in school or home.
WELCH'S "HOW TO ORGANIZE, CLASSIFY AND TEA CH A
UNTRY CJI OL", I. oo
GuRNEY's Ew OPE ING ExERCI Es,
r.oo
All new and timely books written by successful teachers.
To any new subscriber to THE TUDENT, we will furnish either of the above
books for "1 . 35·
THE TUDENT Iyr.,
$I. 25
vVe furnish both
ny one of the above books,
I.OO
FOR

2. 25
In ordering by mail 5 cents rnu t be added for postage.
1

elb~"

THE STU DENT,

5.1LiL'p ER

8

THE STUDENT.

"I advise all parents to h ave their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type -writing.
A stenographer who can type writ~ his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek scholar."-CHARLES READE, on "The Coming Man."

r-r he IIighest
l ·)evelopm e nt of· tl1 e

RBmington ~tandard TypBwritBr.
The only award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. , V. K. Jenne, the superintendent of the Remington factory .

-

The W. S. &B. PARAGON RIBBONS are warranted to give Satisfaction.-

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & ;BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STREE T, CHICAGO.

'[he

VALP.ARAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayn e u' Chicago Railway, a main thoroughfare of th e
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in direct communication with Ch icago on the west, with Plymouth, olumbia Ci ty
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wett, Delpho ,
Lima,
pper 'andusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
l\Ias illon, and anton, 0.
On expre s trains Pullman Sleeting and Dining cars are carried via alparai o to
PITTSBURG,
BALTI 10RE,
W

IIINGTON,
PHILA ELIHI

NEW Y RK.
For complete information regarding rate
f are and time f train , apply to

of

GEO. A. DODGE,
Tick t Agent, alparai o, Ind.,
JO E PH WOOD,
E. A . F ORD,
eQtJl'al ~anag r,
Gl'n ral Pas nger Agt.
fit~ burg, P~.

~enn Pitman

8~stem of f>honog~aph~
IS THE

Am~ri~c.n S~st~m

of Shorthc.nd.

To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and type-writing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a "department of shorthand." A number of systems are taught, but

Uu&t o r B enn l ,itnu n t is n-a.ore gen.
erauu n sett 1/aan any otlut· in litis
co nntrJJ., and tn a y b e called tlte
~'Anleri ca u Sy st en1 . -Extract from tlu
R eport of the Commissioner of Education (11/asltiugton, D . C.), for tlu year I 887-88, page 927.

1f I were tarting to learn Phonography now,
I hould get Benn Pitman s Aianual and other
bo k and follow them.-Dmnis F. Jlfurphy, Offi cial Reporter of tile U. . mate. (Su PHo '?GRAPHlC MAG Zl E, Vol. V, page IO$-Apnl,

I 89I .)
' end for complete catalogue and _pecimen
page of all phonographic publications.
A liberal discount will be made to all schools a nd to
teachers of Phonography, and special prices wi ll be
quoted for introduction and exchange. Addre s

THE PHO NOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
CI NC I NNATI, Ql1 Q ,

ADVERTISING DEPA RTM ENT.

9

''What roots These Mortals Be'' Unless The] BD] aCataract.
"There's nothing new under the sun" that equals the Cataract.
Our No.8 stripped becomes our

35

L B . H..O.A..D H...A..CEH..
""\VITHOUT A

RIVAL.

Scorcher Saddle and Rat Trap Pedals when ordered. Brake and Mu l ruards
furnished to be used when desired. end for Catalogue for specifications.

-Pneumatic Tire, $150 -

c

Father Time Beaten When You Ride a Cataract.
.@__ __
~--

c

H.

SCHUB,==~

Importer and Jobber of all
kinds of Bicycles.

l 0
end rates and circulati n.

I

.,

t

v l.

THE STUDENT.

IO

STUDENTS' LOCAL DIRECTORY.
[NoTE : The publisher recommends, and guarantees fair dealing on the part of, every one notice:l
in this Directory.]

PHYSICIANS.
H. M. BEER, M. D., Physician and Surgeon.
Cor. Chicago an d Lafayette Sts.

CHAS. S. PEIRCE, No. 7 E. Main St.

SEE AD\',

AYJ,ESWORTH'S, No. 21 E . Main St.

SEE ADV.

L . W. E LLIOT, M. D., Homeopathic Physlelan and Surgeon. Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
M. M. MT•DGE, No.lS Main St.

SEE ADV.

DENTISTS.
J. M. HARKLESS, Cor. College Ave. and Union St.

Dn. H . N. RENNER, No 11 E. Main st.

SEE ADV.

SEE ADYERTrSE101!NT.

Dn. J . R. PAGIN, No 7 E . Maht St.

LIVERY STABLES .

SEE ADV.

GEO. T . MILLER, Lafayette St., opp. Central House.
SEE ADV.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
W. H. VAIL, No.7 Main St.

SEE ADV.

BELL, BRO'S., No. 58 E. Main St.

J . A. WALKER, Diamonds, Watches and Fine Jewelry.
Cor. Main and Washington Sts .

EE ADV.

GROCERS.
W. G. WINDLE, S. E. Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

w. H. McCLURE, Formerly with Elgin Watch Co.
21 E. Main St.

SEE ADV.

No.

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS.
GUNSMITH. •

J. T. MASSEY, Ladles and children's hair cutting. Razors put In order. Hot and Cold Baths. No.6 W. Main St.

A . PARKS, Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, Ca rtridges,
Guns to rent, Keys of all kind fitted, Trunks repaired,
Umbrellas repaired and covered new.
No. 10 .r • Washington St.

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.

INSURANCE . . ·
makes a specialty of Life, ~'Ire,
Accident and Plate Glas In urancc. Representing only
first class companies.
No. 1 West Main t.
M . L. Me CLELLA

L. MAS EY, Hair cutting, Shampooing, and Razors put
In order, Good workmen. ~o. 3 E. Main St.

~.

JOHN LEPELL, No. 43 E. Main St.

SEE ADV.

FINNEY and HARTHOLOMEW, No. 21 Franklin St.
EE ADV.

BOOKS.

L AUNDRY.

B. F. PERRINE, No. 111 - 115 College Ave.

EE AD\' ,

L. W. BLOCil, No. 4U W. Main St.
ollege Ave.

EE ADY.

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.

EE ADY.

RO

DRUGGISTS .
CLOTHIERS.
A.

W.

• MITH, No. 3 Franklin St.

, LETHERMA ,

Ell: ADY.

or. Main and Wn hlngton

t .

CONFECTIONE RY.

EE AD\',

BOOTS AND SHOE S .
J. F. TAL OTT, No. 9 E. Main t.

ME AT S.
EE ADV.

J. W. EIB, No. b Fr nklln t.

U.ADY.

,

\
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UNEQUALED MUSIC BOOK For !i'iu g in g

<Ia !!t ~ c~o~,

MODRL TEXT BOOKS.

Etc.

GOOD LUCK,

l I uuston's

BY '. W. TU.\CB. ... •ote the following importnnt
featu r e in the Elcmentnry I>c·partuH•nt: 1. Truth·
fnl::;tntcment~ in simple lall!.l"URg-c. :!. IJaily rf'Wiill!l
(', "('r<'i "(!'-\, JIC1jl ctly l!Tmlerl. a E\1'1"£ isr·:-; anrl Topics introcluc('rlin tlll'ir t11 .·t order. I. Th1• prin<:iplr·s
of rcnrling nrc J;mdit~tiTIJ htlll!ht, ~o thnt pupils
leurn to rt>ucl in nll keys in t Ito tiuw thut i-. IH'OI'ral·
lr .ll'in~n to only ow kr•r [k('y ol U). ;i. :\tollulatingext·rcisc•o.; uy which ,.,.,H/ill!f tlw r-Ia .·it·· i ·mad!' ntxJJ,
ti. 'l'hc olllyeorrcet time :;i)tnntur('S arc lkl'rl.
"~"c what charming- mnl\PJ' tlw I01Hl\' of "(:oorl
L llek" <..'fmtuln-.; 1. .\n lllltt..;rlllll/1 lorg-1; number ot
c•n.::y mui rl liulttful pif'c·c·~ for "fln·t t r>rm work." 2.
l'1111ir • ()nnrtet- und 11 tom· part ong.... :! . .'ulo
ot e.n· Jllillllfll b •auty with in ... t rutncntHiu :cwnJ>ani·
mcnt,;. 4. A numhcr of humorou.- J>il•1· "that ar"
itre i.tf1;lein n r·ln-.~or ou•ert. ;,, plc!Hli<l ~ulo
with vocaluc•eornpuulment . II :'rwr ·II lllll."i<-, f'.J·
cdle11t Antlwm..,, Hymn tunr tJll!. 7. 1'1 •ct• · thut
inc·ludc lrummmyuncl u·l&ixtlill!f!IO\'eltie . l:l. f?nrru·
or' Cl'lrlJrat d ( rntorio horu 111111 (,!uurtc•t. ·'c,rr•nt
and 1 n·cl u-.." !l. Bl hOJI'" r1r at <;om· rt Glc e.
''ith oiJilg to
lo, "•'o
'l'nunp o'.-•r lo "' nnd

Fell."
GOOD L '
wire titch

K

con In

1 1 2 Jlfi,I[C

1

l!W Physical Ccography.

II arts Composition and Rh ·tori c.
. myths' .\merican J .itt:ratnre.
Thorpl!'s Civil Government.
Chase

l' •

tnart's Latin Crammar.

Chase

l •

tuart's l•irst Year in I .a tin.

•

'haSCl' .'tuart's ~cw Illustrated

'ha ·c ~.: · . tuart's

lassi .al

nr.

c'

cries.

Trimble's Hand Book of Lit ·raturc.
Ilou tun' ~ 'ew l'hy ical Ceography i u
the~ 'Nthern

d in

Jndian:11 ·ormal S h ol.

1- w •II printed,

Prl • only GO c nt •
S. W . STRAUB & CO., Pub.,

243 State St., C HICAGO , ILL .

I

Eldredge & JJro. 1
PHILADE L P HIA , PA.

TOGICl\L

AND-

PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICA~ BOOK COMPANY.

ffiHE progressive teacher owns a professional library; such teachers know more,
teach better, and earn more than unprofessional teachers whose professional
study stops when they "get their certificates." Teachers insist that teaching must
be recognized as a "profession"; what does the public think of doctors, lawyers, and
clergymen who neither study nor own professional books? It does ~1ot respect them;
they are employed in unimportant matters if they work cheaply enough and there
are no better men immediately at hanrl. Just tlu same wi!lt teaclters; those who prepare themselves best get the best places.

-1-

PEDAGOGICAL HAND- BOOKS.
Calkins's Primary Object Lessons . . .. .. . . $1.00 '
Manual of Object Teaching. . . . . . . . . t. 25
Day's Science of Education.... ... ... . . .72
Eclectic Manual of Methods........ .. . .
.6o
Question Hook, or Teacher's New Exanliner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
·50
IIailmann's Kindergarten Culture . ... . . .
.50
60
History of Pedagogy ....... . ...... .
·
Lectures on Education (Kindergarten
and Pedagogy) ............ . .... . 1.00
_
Jlrimary Methods. . . . . . . ........ . . 60
_
Hewett's Pedagogy for Young Teachers,
85
How to Teach-a Manual of Methods. . $r.oo
Krusi ' s Life and \.York of Pestalozzi . .. . . _ r.2o
National School Currency, per set. ... ... . 1.25
Ogden's Science of Education .. . . . ...... 1.00
Art of Teaching. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00

Page's Theory and Practice of Teaching
(Payne) ........................... $1.00
Palmer's Science of Education .... . ... . . 1.00
Payne's School Supervision . .......... . .. 1.00
Contributions to the Science of Education . ....................... . . . . 1.25
Putnam' s Elementary Psychology ....... : .go
Sheldon's Lessons on Objects ........... 1.20
Elementary Instruction. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 20
Shoup's History and Science of Education
Graded Didactics, Vol. I....... . .. .
Graded Didactics, Vol. II...... . . . . .

I

.oo
.so
.6o

Swett's Questions for Written Examination .72
Method of Teaching ........... . . . 1.00
White's (E. E .) Elements of Pedagogy . .. . 1.00
Watts on the Mind (Edited by Prof. Fellows) . 6o

The foregoing list of 28 books is an excellent equipment in Educational Methods and Theory; the entire set will be sent post or express paid to any teacher on
receipt of $25.oo. Any single book mailed on receipt of price .
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